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Abstract
An asymptotic giant branch (AGB) star is a dying, Sun-like star, and it is actively
expelling its mass into an envelope around the star, forming a circumstellar
shell. Infrared spectra can reveal the composition of the material within this shell,
informing studies of the recycling of the products of stellar nuclear processing in the
Universe. In this study, we want to identify how the differing metallicities of our own,
relatively metal-rich Milky Way galaxy and the nearby, lower metallicity Large
Magellanic Cloud (LMC) galaxy affect gas composition in the circumstellar shells of
carbon-rich AGB stars.
Radiative transfer models are created to simulate spectra of 4 carbon-rich AGB
stars chosen from the Milky Way and 4 chosen from the LMC. Different gas species,
whose model spectra are computed using line lists obtained from the HITRAN database,
are added to the models, including C2H2, HCN and CS. By comparing to spectra obtained
using the Infrared Spectrograph (IRS) on board the Spitzer Space Telescope (for the
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LMC) and to spectra obtained using the Short Wavelength Spectrometer (SWS) on board
the Infrared Space Observatory (ISO; for the Milky Way), we determine basic physical
characteristics, such as gas temperature and shell radius, for each star, as well as the
relative amounts of gas species for each star, by matching models to the observed spectra.
Results confirm that infrared spectra of Milky Way AGB stars typically suggest
more than one of the molecules C2H2, HCN, and CS in their shells, whereas infrared
spectra of LMC stars only suggest the presence of C2H2. This suggests a correspondence
between metallicity and the abundances of specific gas species in circumstellar shells.
Future work includes developing a more accurate model, using and possibly developing
more accurate line lists, and modeling more stars, to confirm and improve upon the
present results.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Background of AGB Stars: Stellar Evolution

In order to study AGB stars, we need to have a general idea of stellar evolution.
Stars follow the same sequence during their evolution: protostar, pre-main sequence,
main sequence, and post–main sequence. Stellar evolution varies according to chemical
composition (metal abundances) and other factors, but what matters most is stellar mass.
Thermonuclear reactions drive stellar evolution. During a star’s evolution, luminosity and
surface temperature change with time. The plot representing these two properties during
the evolution of stars is called the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram, and the line connecting
different evolutionary stages is called an evolutionary track.
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First, there is a giant molecular cloud of gas and dust in the interstellar medium
prior to any star’s formation. Due to gravitational forces, an over-dense clump of this
cloud of gas and dust will begin to contract to form a protostar.
As the cloud clump contracts, the gravitational potential energy is converted to
thermal and radiative energy. So the contracting cloud clump becomes hotter and hotter,
and when its core heats up to the ignition temperature for fusion reactions, then a star is
born (the start of the main sequence). A main sequence star will stably burn its hydrogen
in its core and thus stay relatively in the same point on the H-R diagram for a long period.
Before that, the contracting cloud is called a protostar before hydrostatic
equilibrium is established. And after hydrostatic equilibrium starts but before the fusion
ignition, it is called a pre-main sequence star (PMS). The track traced on the H-R
diagram before main sequence is called a PMS evolutionary track.
AGB stars are formed in the post main sequence stages when the core finishes its
fusion burning. Both hydrogen and helium are depleted in the core, while mostly carbon
remains inside. Fusion continues to burn in the layer around the core. During this stage,
the star loses much of its mass, which dissipates into interstellar medium. The whole
process of stellar evolution, including the AGB stage, will be discussed more below.

1.1.1 Protostar and Pre-Main Sequence
The collapse of the interstellar cloud begins in free fall, directed only by gravity.
Because of the natural property of the gravitational field, the central region collapses
more rapidly than the outer parts. Eventually, hydrostatic equilibrium is established at the
center of the collapsing cloud clump, and the protostar is born. Hydrostatic equilibrium is
the balance of the radially inward pull of gravity and the radially outward net push of the
gas pressure in the protostar. At this stage, the protostar is also known as a pre-main-
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sequence (PMS) star. The protostar later becomes visible to us, either by accreting or
dissipating the surrounding materials. A PMS star shines by slowly shrinking and
accreting. The total time from the start of collapse and to the end of PMS is only on the
order of a few million years (in the case of a solar mass star, about 20 million years).
The PMS star has a lower surface temperature than it will have on the main
sequence, and its radius is much larger, but overall it still has a higher luminosity than it
will have on the main sequence. Because the star’s temperature is very low, the energy is
transported outward within the star by convection rather than radiation. The star is larger
than it will be on the main sequence and the larger surface area gives rise to the higher
luminosity. That is why the luminosity during PMS is much higher than it will be in the
main sequence. The central temperature increases as the PMS star evolves, but the
surface temperature does not change very much. As the star shrinks in size, so the
luminosity decreases. So the point on a H-R diagram moves downward during the PMS
phase. As the core temperature continues to heat up, the opacity decreases, and eventually
the transport of the energy in the core becomes effectively due to radiation rather than
convection. Finally, the core heats up to a few million Kelvins, and the thermonuclear
reactions are ignited. When the PMS star gets most of its energy from thermonuclear
reactions rather than gravitational contraction, the star is now called a ZAMS (zero-age
main-sequence) star. The heat from the fusion reaction keeps the star in hydrostatic
equilibrium now instead of the heat created by gravitational collapse.

1.1.2 Main Sequence
When a star reaches the main sequence, it settles down to the longest stage of its
life, converting hydrogen to helium in its core. A solar mass star like the sun spends
around 80% of its life in the main sequence stage (Prialnik, 2000).
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As mentioned earlier, main-sequence stars are in hydrostatic equilibrium, where
outward thermal pressure created from the heat of nuclear fusion in the hot core is
balanced by the inward pull. The energy is transported by radiation and convection, the
amounts depending on the mass and age of the star. In a convection zone, the energy is
transported by bulk movement of plasma with hotter material rising and cooler material
descending.
There are two ways to convert hydrogen to helium: one is through the PP chain,
(proton-proton chain, which directly fuses hydrogen together in a series of stages to
produce helium.) There are three types of PP reaction chains. The other is the CNO cycle,
and this process requires a carbon nucleus as a catalyst, and it uses atoms
of carbon, nitrogen and oxygen as intermediaries in the process of fusing hydrogen into
helium (Clayton, 1983). Thus, main sequence stars can employ two types of hydrogen
fusion processes. Astronomers divide the main sequence into upper and lower parts,
based on which of the two is the dominant fusion process. In the lower main sequence
(low mass star), energy is primarily generated as the result of the PP chain. Stars in the
upper main sequence (higher mass stars) have sufficiently high core temperatures to use
the CNO cycle efficiently. At stellar core temperatures of 18 million Kelvin, the PP
process and CNO cycle are equally efficient (Clayton, 1983).
As the fusion goes on, the hydrogen abundance decreases at the core, and nonfusing helium ash accumulates in the core, this resulting in a gradual lowering of the
fusion rate. A higher temperature and density is needed to maintain the nuclear fusion. So
the core is compressed, producing higher temperatures and pressures. Thus, the core
temperature gradually increases, resulting in a greater flow of energy to the surface of the
star. Thus there is a steady increase in the luminosity and radius of the star over time.
This effect plus other characteristics like metallicity result in a broadening of the main
sequence band, as stars are observed at random stages in their lifetime. Hence, the main
sequence band has a thickness on the H-R diagram, instead of just a narrow line.
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The observed upper limit for a main-sequence star is 120–200 solar mass (Oey &
Clarke 2005). Stars above this mass cannot radiate energy fast enough to remain stable.
The lower limit is 0.08 M☉ . This is the lower limit for sustained proton–proton nuclear
fusion (Karttunen et al. 2007).
Although more massive stars have more fuel to burn, they also must radiate a
proportionately greater amount with increased mass, so they burn faster. As a result, the
more massive the star, the shorter its life time on the main sequence (Zeilik & Gregory
1998). The most massive stars may remain on the main sequence for only a few million
years, while stars with less than a tenth of a solar mass may last for over a trillion years
(Laughlin et al. 1997). After the hydrogen fuel at the core has been consumed, the
star evolves away from the main sequence on the HR diagram.

1.1.3 Post-Main Sequence
After the main sequence phase, The behavior of a star now depends on its mass,
with a star much below a solar mass but Above 0.08 solar masses (for a mass of material
less than 0.08 solar masses, it is called a brown dwarf), while a star with up to 10 solar
masses passes through a red giant stage (Bahcall et al. 2001). A more massive star can
explode as a supernova (Barnes et al. 1982), or collapse directly into a black hole.

Solar Mass Star
Consider a solar mass star like our sun. The hydrogen has mostly been used up in
the core after 10 billion years. The star expands slightly, and its luminosity increases. It
starts to move off the main sequence on a H-R diagram.
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Although the thermonuclear reactions dwindle in the core, they continue in a shell
around the core. The radius of the star grows. As a result, the surface temperature
decreases. The opacity increases, and the convection carries most of the energy outward
in the star. As the radius increases, then luminosity increases greatly. Now the star enters
into red giant branch (RGB) phase, since it has shifted to the red as temperature decreases
and it becomes bigger and brighter. On the H-R diagram, the RGB phase begins after
moving rightwards to lower temperatures from the main sequence and upwards to higher
luminosities.
An RGB star is different inside from a main sequence star. Its core is highly mass
condensed and extremely hot, so that the gas inside becomes degenerate and produces
degenerate gas pressure, which enables the core to balance its own gravitational force. So
now it is quantum mechanical pressure instead of thermal pressure keeping the star in
hydrostatic equilibrium.
As the RGB star moves on, its core temperature constantly increases until, at a
certain point, it hits the ignition temperature of helium fusion, 108K (Deupree & Wallace
1987). And because the core has degenerate gas status, once part of the core ignites, the
rest of the core quickly ignites as well by fast thermal conduction. However, instead of
explosion as a result of the fast helium burning, the increased temperature does not
increase the gas pressure due to the degenerate gas status, so the core does not expand.
The gas pressure purely depends on its density in degenerate gas. As a result, the
increased temperature increases the fusion rate, producing more energy and heat, further
increasing its temperature and so on. This avalanche effect is called a Helium Flash
(Deupree & Wallace 1987). This runaway reaction quickly climbs to about 100 billion
times the star's normal energy production, but only for a few seconds. Then the core
reaches 350 million K, the electrons inside become non-degenerate again, and thermal
pressure again becomes dominant. The core can then expand and cool down. The star
contracts, and decreases in luminosity. Then the star continues to burn helium quietly in
its core and hydrogen in the layer around the core.
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The star now has changed to a new equilibrium state, switching from the red giant
branch to the horizontal branch of the H-R diagram. This is an analog of the star’s main
sequence, since the fusion burning is stable again. This horizontal branch term is sonamed because the luminosity of the star will stay relatively stable during the stage, while
its surface temperature increases and then decreases, migrating horizontally across the H–
R diagram (Karttunen et al. 2007).
Eventually, the helium fusion converts the core to carbon. Then the reactions in the
core stop, but moves onto the layer around it. This stage is very similar to when the
hydrogen has been used up in the core at the end of main sequence. This same physical
process makes the star expand and move off the horizontal branch and become a red giant
again! Only this time, we call it an asymptotic giant branch (AGB) star on the H-R
diagram. (The AGB phase will be discussed more in the next Section.) And the electrons
in the core become degenerate again.
After the AGB stage, for a star of roughly a solar mass or less, carbon burning can
never happen because the core is degenerate and cannot contract and heat to the carbon
fusion ignition point. After about 75,000 years, the star becomes a white dwarf, mostly
carbon, with no energy source, and it gradually cools afterwards.

Intermediate-Mass Star
For a star a little heavier than the Sun, say, 5 solar masses, the very center of the
core has a temperature high enough to initiate the CNO cycle (more than 15 million K) at
the beginning of the main sequence.
When hydrogen is exhausted at the end of the main sequence, the core starts to
contract and then the whole star contracts. Hydrogen surrounding the helium core starts
to burn. The helium core continues to contract and becomes more and more dense and
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heats up rapidly. Meanwhile, the outer envelope expands, and the surface temperature of
the star gets lower. It moves to the right on the H-R diagram.
During the very end of the expansion, convection develops so luminosity increases
instead of decreases. At this point, the RGB phase begins. The core continues to heat up,
and, finally, helium start to burn. But helium burning is very short this time. So no helium
flash in this case. When the burning ends, the gravitational contraction takes over again
until it reignites the helium burning. Then the helium burning in the core gradually
becomes dominant instead of the hydrogen burning in the shell. The star becomes hotter,
and moves to the left on the H-R diagram. When the helium is exhausted in the core, the
contraction begins again. This whole process traces a path on the H-R diagram similar to
the horizontal branch, but it is not the same. Similar to a solar mass star, the evolutionary
track turns into AGB when a helium burning shell around the core is formed. Next, it
becomes a white dwarf, sending mass into interstellar medium.

High Mass and Low Mass Star
For a high mass star, say 25 M☉ , its evolutionary track after the main sequence
becomes almost horizontal on the H-R diagram, and a much shorter life time brings it
quickly to the red supergiant phase. Soon, the core becomes unstable and collapses,
causing the star to end in a supernova explosion.
For a star with over 50 solar masses, the mass loss by stellar winds changes its
evolutionary track dramatically. The Sun’s mass loss rate is about 10-14 M☉ per year, due
to the solar wind. Asymptotic giant branch and red supergiant stars lose their mass at
rates of 10-7 to 10-4 M☉ per year (Chiosi & Maeder 1986). By the end of its main
sequence life, such a star has already lost more than 50% of the initial mass. The outer
layers are basically ripped off, leaving behind the helium core. Eventually, such a star
blows up in supernova (Carroll & Ostlie 1996).
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Stars with mass much lower than that of the sun also have significantly different
evolution tracks. Red giants with 0.08 to 0.2 M☉ slowly burn hydrogen for trillions of
years, becoming “blue dwarfs”, then white dwarfs (Laughlin et al. 1997). Objects with
mass less than 0.08 M☉ do not even reach main sequence. Before it can heat up to
ignition point of fusion reactions, the core density is already high enough to form
degenerate matter. The degenerate gas pressure directly counterbalances contraction. The
star simply cools off as a brown dwarf.
As we can see, AGB stars mostly evolve from low to intermediate mass stars.

1.1.4 Asymptotic Giant Branch Stars
As mentioned above, a star enters the AGB stage when the core runs out of helium
(and consists mostly of carbon and oxygen). A helium burning shell is formed around the
core and is the main energy source. Fusion of hydrogen still continues, but in an outer
thin shell. The star's radius increases. Since the helium fusion reaction (triple-alpha) is
very sensitive to temperature, the AGB star becomes very unstable when the helium shell
is running out of fuel. The hydrogen fusion in the outer thin shell dumps helium onto the
inner helium shell. Eventually, the helium shell ignites explosively, a process known as
a helium shell flash. The shell flash forces the star to expand, and the expansion cools
down the hydrogen-burning shell, which causes the hydrogen burning to cease
temporarily. The helium shell runs out of fuel, the star contracts, the increased
temperature reignites hydrogen fusion, and the cycle begins again. This whole phase is
called a thermal pulse.
The shell flash causes pulsation as well as rises and dips in luminosity. Each
explosion causes a large part of the star to become convective, carrying heavier elements
outward. This outward mixing of material is called a dredge-up. AGB stars lose mass in
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the final stages of a star’s life. Though not well understood yet, the mass loss is believed
to happen as follows. Stellar pulsations lift stellar material and cool it to the point that
dust grains can condense. The dust experiences radiation pressure from stellar radiation
and is pushed away from the AGB star. The dust grains push on the gas molecules in the
lifted stellar material, “shepherding” the stellar gas along with them in a great mass
outflow. AGB stars evolve further into short-lived preplanetary nebulae. The final fate of
an AGB envelope is to become planetary nebulae. A star may lose its 50% to 70% of its
mass during the AGB phase. AGB stars are believed to be one of the main types of dustproducing sources in galaxies.
After shedding its outer layers to form a planetary nebula, it will leave behind the
hot core, which settles to become a white dwarf.
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1.2 Literature Review on Studies of C-Rich AGB Stars

Leisenring et al. (2008) studied Spitzer-IRS data of 19 AGB stars in the Large
Magellanic Cloud (LMC) in their 2008 paper to investigate the effects of metallicity on
spectral features from dust and molecules in the circumstellar envelope, by comparing
with their published data sets of carbon stars in Small Magellanic Cloud and the Milky
Way. They mainly focused on the C2H2 (Acetylene) absorption features. They use
equivalent width to measure the absorption feature. They present the C2H2 absorption
features at 7.5 µm and 13.7 µm for all 19 spectra. They align these spectra vertically in
their first figure, showing that all the AGB samples have absorption features at both 7.5
µm and 13.7 µm, with different level of SiC (Silicon Carbide) emissions at 11.3 µm. For
the C2H2 absorption features, at 7.5 µm it has two branches, which are called P branch
and R branch, while at 13.7 µm, C2H2 has the additional prominent and narrow Q branch
sitting in between relatively shallower and much broader P and R branches. Their Figure
7 shows that stars that have both smaller and larger mass loss rate have smaller 7.5-µm
absorption feature compared to middle mass loss rate stars. However, their 14-µm
absorption features largely vary for stars that have larger gas mass loss rates, allowing
much larger absorption features for some of the stars. In other words, the 14-µm
absorption feature increases along with the mass loss rate: the greater the mass loss rate,
the greater the amounts of dust and gas, and the greater the gas absorption. At 7 µm,
initially the absorption feature also increases in strength, but later it becomes weaker
when the mass loss rate grows higher. These trends are shared for both the Magellanic
Clouds and the Milky Way. More specifically, for a given gas mass-loss rate, LMC and
SMC (Small Magellanic Cloud) objects have comparable C2H2 equivalent widths, but
their rates are larger than Galactic carbon stars.
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Leisenring et al. (2008) explain this phenomenon using the effect of dust dilution.
Only when C2H2 absorption overcomes the effects of dust dilution because of its
increasing density, the equivalent width will grow higher. The behavior above shows that
the dust dilution affects the 13.7-µm C2H2 Q branch at low mass-loss rates, whereas the
effects of dust veiling on the P and R branches at 7.5 µm are more important at higher
mass-loss rates. The higher mass-loss rate has a less effect on sources in the Magellanic
Clouds compared to the Milky Way, indicating less dust dilution at lower metallicities.
This metallicity dependence is not observed for the Q branch. This confirms the previous
results from Matsuura et al. (2006) that the 13.7-µm C2H2 absorption band must originate
throughout the circumstellar dust shell, whereas the 7.5-µm absorption band, which only
has P and R branches transitions, originates at depths below those favoring Q-branch
transitions, closer to the inner regions of the circumstellar envelope.
Zijlstra et al. (2006) also studied carbon stars observed using Spitzer-IRS, but they
focused more on dust emission bands (SiC, MgS). They investigate the strength and
central wavelength of the SiC and MgS dust bands as a function of spectroscopic color
and metallicity. But as for gas absorption, they find that the circumstellar 7.5-µm C2H2
band is found to be stronger at lower metallicity, explained by higher C/O ratios at low
metallicity. Similar to Leisenring et al., they also found the dust veiling is stronger then
the gas absorption for the 13.7-µm feature when the mass loss rate is low. It has a
stronger dependence on the gas density than the dust column density at higher gas mass
loss rates. The narrow 13.7-µm Q branch is prominent in almost all spectra. It arises from
C2H2 ν5 transition (Tsuji 1984; Aoki et al. 1999; Cernicharo et al. 1999). According to
Jørgensen et al. (2000), the Q branch originates from colder gas, while hot gas mainly
gives rise to the broad P and R branches. This agrees with Leisenring et al., as the P and
R branches originate in the inner regions that have hotter gas, and the Q branch originates
in outer regions that have colder gas. Together with the hotter P and R branches, the 13.7µm band indeed arises throughout the whole dust shell.
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Similar to Leisenring et al (2008), Zijlstra et al. (2006) also mention that the 11.3
µm SiC emission feature affects the absorption band and makes it difficult to judge how
strong and broad the P and R branches are. The 14.3-µm HCN (Hydrogen Cyanide) band
in Galactic carbon stars reported by Aoki et al. (1999) and Cernicharo et al. (1999) is
either weakly present or not present in the spectra in their LMC samples. But they are
noticeably present in the 7.5-µm feature. This agrees with Matsuura et al. (2002, 2005),
who mention that, at low metallicity, HCN is less abundant relative to C2H2. Galactic
carbon stars have absorption in this wavelength region from C2H2, HCN, and CS (Carbon
Sulfide; Goebel et al. 1981; Aoki et al. 1998). They also note the existence of another 5
µm absorption band that is usually very strong, and is caused by CO and C3 (Jørgensen et
al. 2000), and it extends beyond the blue limit of the wavelength range. This explains the
sharpness of the blue edge of the spectra.
Another paper that investigates the molecular bands in carbon-rich AGB stars in the
LMC using the Spitzer-IRS data is Matsuura et al. (2006). They use Gaussian fitting
instead of measuring the equivalent width to represent band strength. Similarly, they
found the HCN bands at 7.5 and 13.7 µm to be very weak or absent compared to C2H2,
and they found no clear difference in the C2H2 abundances among LMC and Galactic
stars. They found the gas mass-loss rates in their stars to be in the range 3 × 10-6 to 5 ×
10-5 M☉yr-1 from column densities obtained by fitting models to the 13.7-µm absorption
band. They also found that the 13.7-µm band is formed throughout the circumstellar
envelope, which is consistent with the previous studies. They found that C2H2 becomes
stronger, rather than weaker, towards redder stars, suggesting that the 13.7-µm C2H2 band
more likely originates outside of the region where warm dust is emitting rather than the
inner regions of the shell, or even the stellar photosphere, and it is therefore much less
subject to dust veiling. This agrees with Tsuji (1981): C2H2 molecules are not formed
efficiently in the hotter photospheres. The shape of the absorption feature is related to the
excitation temperature, as demonstrated by Aoki et al. (1999) and Gautschy-Loidl et al.
(2004). Among their sample, the observed spectra are reasonably well reproduced by
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C2H2 at 500 K. This suggests that these molecular bands are indeed of circumstellar
origin.
Aoki et al. (1999) stress the importance of analyzing the 14-µm HCN and C2H2
absorption features over the other spectral features. They also detected HCN bands
excited by radiative pumping in TX Psc and V CrB (two AGB stars), proving that HCN
can exist in the circumstellar shell. Except for TX Psc, they also confirm that the 13.7-µm
Q band appears in all the stars in their study (4 optical carbon stars and 4 candidates of
infrared carbon stars by ISO SWS) along with the broader P and R branches, which arise
in the warmer envelope close to the star. Aoki et al. use different line lists, which they
created by themselves instead of using the HITRAN line list (Rothman et al. 2009 for
HCN, Rothman et al. 2013 for C2H2 and CS). From their line list, they found that, when
the temperature of the gas increased to 1000 K, the general shape of the Q branch in the
14 µm would be significantly affected, while the P and R branches are less affected. In
their results, when the gas temperature is low, there is a smaller minor absorption feature
long-ward of 13.7 µm in addition to the main 13.7-µm feature. These merge together
when the temperature reaches 1000 K. They find the Q branch in the observed spectrum
is much weaker compared to the synthetic one. The weakness could possibly be
explained by the dilution of the absorption by dust emission, but they also admit that this
would not completely explain the total weakness of the Q branch in the observed
spectrum.
Both Gautschy-Loidl et al. (2004) and Aringer et al. (2009) studied which gas
causes which band or spectral feature. Gautschy-Loidl et al. calculate the synthetic
spectra using dynamic model atmospheres developed by Höfner et al. (2003) in the
wavelength range between 0.5 and 25 µm for carbon-rich AGB stars and include a lot of
molecules - CO, CH, CN, C2, CS, HCN, C2H2 and C3 - in their calculations and compare
them with observations. They estimate that all the stars they modeled have a stellar wind.
As a consequence of the dust-driven wind, the dust emission fills up the strong
photospheric absorption bands of C2H2 and HCN at 7.5 and 14 µm. The effect of dust
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formation is crucial for understanding the discrepancy in the 14-µm regions. Aringer et al.
(2009) studied the spectroscopic and photometric properties of carbon stars whose
metallicities range from the 0.1 to 1.0 times solar value and whose C/O ratios range
between 1.05 and 5.0. They selected some of the most commonly used colors to probe
their dependence upon the stellar parameters, restricting themselves to the Bessell
photometric system (Bessell 1990; Bessell & Brett 1988), They also selected the
calibration scheme developed by Bergeat et al. (2001) for the effective temperature of
galactic carbon stars by relating interferometric results to such colors as (J−K), (H−K), or
(V−K). They claim the effective temperature to be the most important quantity instead of
mass, which usually has only a quite small effect on the overall energy distribution,
especially for the warmer carbon stars. Their results show a pretty good match between
theory and observations for warmer carbon stars with weak pulsation. These stars can be
successfully described by their hydrostatic models. The circumstellar reddening and
structural changes due to pulsation and mass loss could explain why their hydrostatic
dust-free atmospheres fail to reproduce the redder and cooler carbon stars. The synthetic
colors are much too blue below stellar effective temperature 2800 K.
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1.3 Summary and Main Purpose of This Research

From the papers discussed above, we know that C2H2 is present in all the carbon
stars. Matellicity plays a role in the circumstellar shell formation. Dust dilution will affect
the P, R and Q branches. Also, effective temperature and other physical parameters will
affect the gas bands, too. In addition, the 7.5-µm and 14-µm absorption bands, especially
from C2H2, arise from different depths in the circmstellar envelope. There are also dust
emission features that will affect the overall spectral appearance.
The main purpose of this study is to try to model the spectra for AGB carbon stars
in the Large Magellanic Cloud and the Milky Way by calculating and simulating directly
using radiative transfer, and then compare to the observations to determine which gas
species are present and possibly also to quantify the properties of the gases. The main
focus will be to confirm the presence of gas molecules other than C2H2 in both the LMC
and the Milky Way, and to determine any correlations with metallicity.
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Chapter 2
Observations and Data

2.1 Spitzer Space Telescope Observations and Data Reduction

2.1.1 Spitzer Telescope and IRS Instrument
The Spitzer Space Telescope, NASA’s Great Observatory for infrared astronomy,
was launched on August 25, 2003. It performed extremely well for the more than 5 years
duration of its cryogenic mission that ended in May 2009, when its cryogenic runs out,
and continued to work well during its warm mission. Its primary mirror is 85 cm in
diameter cooled to only 5.5 K by a combination of superfluid liquid helium, helium boiloff gas, and radiative cooling. Spitzer’s wavelength range is from 3.6 to 160 µm (Werner
et al. 2004).
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Spitzer utilizes an Earth-trailing solar orbit, meaning that it follows a solar orbit, but
trailing the Earth (Werner et al. 2004). This offers two major advantages over an Earth’s
orbit: separation from the Earth’s thermal radiation and from the particles in its Van
Allen radiation belts. First, this makes sure the telescope is away from the radiation from
the Earth, which enhances the telescope’s radiative cooling. This also ensures the solar
array can always pointed at the sun while the other side of the telescope can always face
dark space, with no heat interfering. The absence of eclipses makes for a stable thermal
configuration and reduces the variability of alignment, permitting excellent sky views and
observing efficiency. Second, the solar orbit is not affected by the charged particles in the
Earth’s Van Allen radiation belts. The particles will destroy the infrared spectrum
detectors, causing bad pixels on the detector.
Spitzer has three instruments built in (Werner et al. 2004): the Infrared Array
Camera (IRAC), the Infrared Spectrograph (IRS), and the Multiband Imaging Photometer
(MIPS). Both IRAC and MIPS are primarily photometry detectors while MIPS does have
limited spectroscopic ability. The IRS is the spectral detector that observed half of the
targets in our study. There are no moving parts in the entire instrument payload except for
a scan mirror in the MIPS (Werner et al. 2004).
The IRS has four separate modules for spectroscopy, known by their wavelength
ranges and resolution as Short-Low (SL; from 5.2 µm to 14.5 µm), Long-Low (LL; from
14 µm to 38 µm), Short-High (SH; from 9.9 µm to 19.6 µm), and Long-High (LH; from
18.7 µm to 37.2 µm; Houck et al. 2004). There are two additional peak-up imaging fields
built into SL module, functioning primarily for positioning. They have band-passes
centered at 16 µm and 22 µm, namely “blue” and “red”. The peak-up mode enables the
placement of a source on a slit more accurately than just using blind pointing. Our data
comes from the two low-resolution modules. The four detectors are attached at the back
of the IRS instrument. Each module contains mirrors behind a slit, and the slits sit on a
metal plate on the focal plane of the telescope. The slits have width in arcsec set to λ/85
cm, which comes from the angular resolution equation:
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𝜆
𝜃 = 1.22   .                                                                                                                                (2.1)
𝐷
The slit width covers two pixels on its detector. But the pixel size is different for
different modules according to the differing spatial resolution for different arrays. Also,
both low-resolution modules contain two sub-slits, one for the first order spectrum and
one for the second-order. These two sub-slits further divide the two wavelength ranges
into four wavelength sub-ranges: 5.2 to 7.7 µm , 7.4 to 14.5 µm, 13.3 to 18.7 µm and 18.5
to 26.0 µm (Houck et al. 2004). When using the second order sub-slit to capture a source,
there will be also a “bonus” order caused by the appearance of a short piece of first order
on the array that is allowed through the second order sub-slit. It improves the overlap
between the first and second order. The high-resolution modules have 10 orders, 11th to
20th, falling on their arrays (Houck et al. 2004),
Both short wavelength modules utilize Si:As detectors that have 128 × 128 pixels,
while both long wavelength modules use Si:Sb detectors with the same number of pixels
(Houck et al. 2004). The Si:As detectors are less vulnerable to pixel damages, while the
longer wavelength detectors have more dead pixels. The low-resolution modules have
long slits and are designed for optimum sensitivity to dust absorption features while the
two high-resolution modules are optimized for emission lines. The high-resolution
models are designed to achieve the highest possible resolutions, near 600 in spectral
resolution (calculated by λ/dλ, where dλ is the resolution element), while the lowresolution model have spectral resolution ranging from 64 to 128 (Houck et al. 2004).
Usually, the observers will use the low-resolution modules to measure continuum and
broad features and use the high-resolution only to measure unresolved lines. Thus, we
only use data from low-resolution modules in our study.
The overlaps in wavelength between different modules and between orders in the
same module both help the internal flux calibration of IRS. These overlaps were also
used to search for “light leaks” due to errors in the order filters, which cause unusable
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wavelength ranges (Houck et al. 2004). Wavelengths long-ward of 14 µm in SL are
unusable because a light leak was discovered and confirmed later. Hence one can only
use the LL module to check 14-µm wavelengths. Another deficiency discovered in the
IRS instrument was that at longer wavelengths, the Long-Low spectrum looks much
noisier, because the LL flat field decreases in strength to longer wavelengths, especially
past 35 µm. This results in noisier flat-fielded data because small variations in pixel
strengths in target observations are amplified when dividing by the (small) flat field at
long wavelengths.

2.1.2 IRS Observing Modes and Data Reduction
Spitzer-IRS greatly expands our ability to obtain mid-infrared spectroscopy of
individual interstellar objects, allowing the analysis of dust mineralogy (Kemper et al.
2010). When IRS is operating, all four detector-arrays are clocked simultaneously, but
only one array will capture data at a time. Two techniques are used in data collecting: the
DCS mode (double-correlated sampling) and Raw mode (Raw data collecting). Peak-ups
use DCS mode. In DCS mode, after an initial series of bias boost and reset frames, each
pixel is sampled twice with nondestructive spins through the array, and the difference
between two samples is stored as an 128 × 128 pixel image. In Raw mode, after the same
initial sequences, the resampling is repeated n times (n = 4, 8, 16), and each pixel is
sampled n times (Houck et al. 2004). A final 128 × 128 image is formed by calculating
the signal slope of the n samples from each pixel.
IRS has two spectroscopic modes, “Staring” and “Mapping”. The IRS Staring mode
puts the target at 1/3 and 2/3 positions (called nod positions) along the slit, while the
mapping mode positions each slit in steps parallel or perpendicular to the length of the
slit, specified by the observer. But before spectral operation, a target needs to be correctly
positioned. There are three Target acquisition methods. First, one may simply blindly
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point the telescope to a specific position on the sky. Second, one may use PCRS (Werner
et al. 2004) to calculate the centroid of a reference star, and then use offset between the
star and the science target to move the science target into the slit. The third and more
accurate way is to use the IRS peak-up mode. An on-board algorithm determines the
centroid of the brightest source in the specified peak-up field and determines the offsets
required to position the target to the requested slit. The last two methods require accurate
coordinates for both offset star and target. After the target is acquired, it is then observed
in a fixed sequence though all 6 slits. Both staring and mapping modes accept multiple
target inputs if all of them are within a radius of 2 degrees (Houck et al. 2004).
All the data obtained by the IRS modules since the most recent destructive read,
either through DCS or Raw mode, are stored as FITS files through a date collection event
(DCE; Houck et al. 2004). The processing of DCS data by the SSC pipeline is minimal
and performed on board. For data obtained from raw mode, the pipeline removes basic
instrumental signatures and corrects the variations in spectral response. Some of these
steps are performed prior to fitting a slope image, such as corrections for saturations, dark
current subtraction, and linearization. Others, like correction for drifts in the dark current,
are applied after the slope image has been created. The FITS files are organized into four
categories: engineering pipeline data, basic calibrated data (BCD), browse-quality data
(BQD), and calibration data (Houck et al. 2004). Among them, the BCD file is the
fundamental basis for science analysis, and considered as the standard data input for
publishable analysis. A BCD file has, as a primary part, a two dimensional 128 × 128
pixel image (in units of electron per sec per pixel) from each DCE, with a header
containing essential programmatic information and processing history (Houck et al.
2004).
In order to reduce and analyze the IRS data, we use an IDL software package called
SMART - the IRS Spectroscopy Modeling, Analysis, and Reduction Tool SMART
(Higdon et al. 2004) is specifically designed to operate on BCD files created by the SSC
pipeline. There are 4 steps in the data reduction procedure.
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The first step is fixing bad pixels. There are three categories of bad pixels. One is
NaN, meaning the data returned is not a valid number. Another way is through a pixel
mask (provided by the SSC) that gives a mask of bad pixels that have already been
identified. If a potential bad pixel is not exposed in either of these two categories, it is
called a rogue pixel. A rogue pixel can be found by pointing to a relatively black sky and
taking an observation. Any pixel with a high enough value in this data can be labeled as a
rogue. This kind of bad pixel is more frequent for long-wavelength detectors, and
increases in number over time. Rogue pixels can then be put into a pixel mask and shared
with the community for future reference. To fix an existing bad pixel, just take the value
of its neighboring pixels above and below, and replace it by the average value. Pixelfixing software such as imclean algorithm exists to do this (Kemper et al. 2010).
The second step is sky subtraction. There are two different ways to do sky
subtraction: off-nod and off-order. As mentioned earlier about nod positions, in the offnod method, after taking the original image, take another image when the telescope is
moved slightly so that the star line now falls onto the other nod position of the same subslit (Figure 2.1). Then subtract the second image from the first one (Figure 2.2). Now we
have a positive star line at the original position and a negative star line at the off nod
position, with the sky background noise ideally being removed. This method is great for a
nebula close to star that is roughly constant in brightness over the length of the sub-slit.
The off-order method moves the telescope even more so that the new star line falls into
the other order instead of staying in the same order, and then doing the same subtraction.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1. (a) Nod position 1 for a Short-Low first order observation of HV 5715 (AOR#1: 22419456). (b)
Nod position 2 for a Short-Low first order observation of HV 5715. In each image, the white color refers to
positive values, the black color refers to negative values, and grey refers to values around zero. On the left
side of each image, it shows the first order sub-slit projection area. The slit’s projection would be a long
rectangle that is two pixels wide in the vertical direction. The wavelength changes vertically and the spatial
position changes horizontally. Windows in the middle area of the image are second order projection with
the “bonus” order (a 1st order segment) at top middle. The two rectangular windows shown on the right
side are peak-up arrays at 16 µm and 22 µm.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2. (a) Nod subtracted image (nod 1 - nod 2) for a Short-Low first order observation of HV 5715.
(b) Illustration of raw signal extraction windows (white boxes) for each wavelength for the data image (a).

The third step is signal extraction. In this step, first determine the width of the
signal extraction region, increasing in width proportionally according to wavelength (Eq.
2.1). Then add a pseudo-rectangle centered on the PSF’s center at each wavelength, with
the width determined previously, onto the image (Kemper et al. 2010). Within the
SMART, this is known as

“tapered-column” window. After placing the extraction

window, then simply sum the pixel signal for each wavelength element to get the signal
at each wavelength. Then plot the spectrum as wavelength vs. signal strength. This step
finally transfers the processed slope image into a single spectrum from 5 to 38 µm, but
this is just a raw spectrum since the intensity is still in signal unit not flux unit.
The last step is flux calibration. The job in this step is to translate the existing raw
spectrum that is in signal units into the flux unit Jy (1 Jy = 10-26  W∙m-2∙Hz-1). This step
needs a star of known brightness called a flux calibrator. This star has both a raw
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spectrum from observation and a theoretical spectrum. Then we will compute a relative
spectral response function (RSRF) by simply dividing the calibrator theoretical spectrum
𝐶! 𝜆 by calibrator raw spectrum 𝐶! 𝜆 . The final spectrum of a star’s 𝐹 𝜆 in Jy equals
the raw spectrum of this star 𝑅 𝜆 times the RSRF:
𝐹 𝜆 =𝑅 𝜆 ∙

𝐶! 𝜆
.                                                                                                (2.2)
𝐶! 𝜆

As long as both 𝑅 𝜆 and 𝐶! 𝜆 are obtained by the exact same shape of truncated
window, then the final spectrum will be valid, because the same track of the PSF is
observed for both target and calibrator at each wavelength. A tapered extraction window
is typically used. For the same reason, the unwanted effects of the PSF by the slit aperture
and flat fielding are automatically removed by applying the RSRF. Figure 2.3
summarizes the entire data reduction procedures for Spitzer-IRS.

Figure 2.3. Spitzer-IRS data reduction steps
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Our data for Spitzer observations come from the Spitzer Legacy Program SAGESpec. SAGE-Spec is a spectroscopic follow-up to SAGE-LMC, a photometric survey in
the infrared of the Large Magellanic Cloud carried out by the Spitzer telescope. SAGESpec consists of 224.6 hours of spectroscopic observations of 196 selected point sources
using IRS low-resolution modules in staring mode, aiming to study the life cycle of gas
and dust, along their journey through the LMC galaxy, from dust formation sites to
interstellar matter, as well as their contributions to the star formation and stellar death in
the LMC (Kemper et al. 2010). The data from this survey, along with the archived Spitzer
spectroscopy of objects in the LMC, are reduced and accessible to the community
(Kemper et al. 2010).
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2.2 ISO Observations and Data Reduction

2.2.1 Infrared Space Observatory Telescope and SWS Instrument
ESA’s Infrared Space Observatory (ISO) was launched by an Ariane 4 rocket on
Nov. 17, 1995 (Kessler et al. 1996) and operates at over wavelengths from 2.5 µm to 240
µm. Its primary mirror is 60 cm in diameter. The telescope has three-axis-stabilization
systems providing pointing accuracy of a few arc seconds and is cooled to 2-8 K by a
large cryostat containing 2300 liters of superfluid helium (Kessler et al. 1996). ISO has
an Earth’s orbit of a period just below 24 hours. It is operated in a service-observing
mode with each day’s observations being planned in detail up to 3 weeks in advance
(Kessler et al. 1996).
ISO has four instruments, including an imaging photo-polarimeter ISOPHOT; a
camera, ISOCAM; a short wavelength spectrometer, SWS (where our data are from); and
a long wavelength spectrometer, LWS (Kessler et al. 1996). Each instrument was built
separately by an international consortium of scientific institutes and industry, but all four
of them were designed to form a complete and complementary package. Only one
instrument is operational at a time.
The SWS instrument covers wavelengths of 2.38 to 45.2 µm, with a spectral
resolution ranging from 1000 to 2000 (Leech et al. 2003). Although SWS is called the
Short Wavelength Spectrometer, it has short wavelength (SW) and long wavelength (LW)
sections by its own. The SW and LW sections are associated with 4 different detector
arrays (4 bands) of 12 detectors each (48 elements in total), and another two double
detectors (4 elements in total) are used for two scanning Fabry-Pérot etalons (FP) to reach
high-resolution observations (Leech et al. 2003). So there are a total of 52 detectors, all
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working simultaneously. The SWS has three entrance apertures, each with their own
beam splitters hitting both SW and LW sections, so that each aperture is used for both
SW and LW sections. The transmitted beams enter the SW section, and reflected beams
enter the LW sections and FPs.
SW has two detector arrays, 12 InSb detectors and 12 Si:Ga detectors, both
operated at a temperature of 4 K, working on the first two bands that range from 2.38 µm
to 12.0 µm (Leech et al. 2003). Each detector scans through the whole band to which it is
assigned. Each grating has its own scanning devices, so both sections of SWS can be
used at the same time. In order to change the wavelengths falling onto the detectors, the
flat mirrors close to each grating rotate in discrete steps. There are four band segments in
band 1 and three in band 2. Similarly, LW also has two detector arrays, 12 Si:As
detectors working at 4 K and 12 Ge:Be detectors cooled to 2.5 K. LW is assigned to
bands 3 and 4, with wavelengths ranging from 12.0 µm to 45.2 µm (Leech et al. 2003).
There are three extra sub-bands added to LW as a check on the band 3 data, and they
repeat the wavelength steps of the first three band segments of band 3, which has 4 band
segments in total. Band 4 only has one real segment from 29 µm to 45.2 µm (Leech et al.
2003). Thus, the spectrum produced by SW and LW sections, ranging from 2.38 µm to
45.2 µm, is divided into 12 segments total (AOT bands). The FP components use mainly
Si:Sb detectors that are cooled to 10 K, working at bands 5 and 6, 11.4 µm to 44.5 µm,
divided into 5 FP AOT bands (Leech et al. 2003). Their spectral resolution can pass
30000, and 20000 at the lowest, whereas the spectral resolution of the first four bands
reach from 1000 to 2000 as mentioned earlier (Leech et al. 2003).

2.2.2 SWS Observing Modes and Data Reduction
ISO carried out observations with pre-planned observation modes. Four
Astronomical Observation Templates (AOTs) are frequently used in most observations:
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S01, S02, S06 and S07. But one can use a variety of AOTs and Calibration Uplink
System (CUS) to do calibration observations (Leech et al. 2003). There are two main
SWS observation modes: the grating-only mode where two SWS gratings work in
parallel, producing medium spectral resolution, and the FP grating combination mode,
where FP operates in parallel with SW grating section, producing high spectral resolution.
AOT S01, S02 and S06 belong to the first observation mode, where 1 × 12 detectors are
used at a time. In an operation, the grating was scanned in small steps to fully sample the
target wavelength range, and a certain redundancy is provided. AOT S01 provides a
quick scan of the full SWS wavelength range with 4 scan speeds from which to choose.
Both S02 and S06 perform at full spectral resolution with S02 designed to measure line
profiles and S06 designed for observing long wavelength regions. AOT S07 belongs to
the second mode, where the spectrum is measured by varying the gap between FabryPérot etalons. In this AOT, priority is given to the FP (de Graauw et al. 1996). All grating
observations employed up-down scans. The grating initially scans a wavelength range in
one direction and then reverses back to cover the same wavelength region in the other
direction, resulting in two scans in total (Leech et al. 2003). One of the basic AOT
strategies is to take dark current measurements regularly. Compared to Spitzer-IRS, there
is no need to do sky subtraction by pointing to different sky. This is a direct benefit of
ISO having moving parts, unlike Spitzer.
All our data come from spectra using AOT S01 in speed 1. So here we discuss
AOT S01 in detail. AOT S01 provides quick up-down scans of the full SWS wavelength
range (bands 1 to 4 with total of 12 band segments) with 4 scan speeds to choose from.
This scan scheme is intended to shorten the scan time while still obtaining the entire
spectrum, from 2.38 to 45.2 µm. But with different scan speeds, the spectral resolution
will be different. Speed mode 4 has the longest duration time of approximately 2 hours,
with 1/2 resolving power of the full SWS resolution potential; speed 3 halves the duration,
resulting in 1/4 of the full resolving power; speed 2 halves the duration again to about
half an hour thus 1/8 resolving power; lastly, speed 1 halves the duration once again but
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also with half reset interval, resulting in same resolving power as speed 2. Note that for
all the speed modes, the recorded spectra will still have the same sampling rates across
the wavelength, because the total number of samples stays the same. As a result, the
integrations of these extra samples smooth the spectrum, preventing aliasing problems
due to insufficient sampling. But their effective resolutions are still degraded. This means
the spectrum obtained by speed mode 1 is 8 times interpolated to appear a higher spectral
resolution, but its effective resolution is unchanged (Leech et al. 2003). The grating
moves during a reset interval. The time line of an AOT S01 observation starts with
pointing aperture 1 to target. And then it switches to aperture 2 and 3 in sequence after a
single up-down scan in between to measure certain band segments. Upon completing all
the up down scans, all 12 band segments will be measured. Dark current is recorded at
each aperture change and at both the start and the end of each measurement. The
procedure finishes with an internal photometric calibration.
In AOT S01, there are 12 detectors working for the same band, and each performs
two scans (up and down) for one measurement, resulting in 24 integrations per resolution
element (de Graauw et al. 1996). As we already know, there are 12 band segments in a
full spectrum that SWS gives. So that is 24 × 12 = 288 spectra that need to be combined
into a single coherent spectrum (Sloan et al. 2003). Before that, first we look at how the
raw signals from each detector come to a segment spectrum.
The Standard Product Generation (SPG) pipeline (also known as OLP: Off-Line
Processing) can automatically convert the raw data in bits from ISO into astronomical
units (flux density in Jy, wavelength in µm), correct unwanted errors and instrumental
effects, and finally write the results as AAR (Auto-Analysis Results) files (Leech et al.
2003). The OLP pipeline is composed of three major stages: extracting raw data into
ERD files, convert ERD to SPD, and lastly SPD to AAR stage. OLP first extracts the raw
data from instrument data stream and then places it into Edited Raw Data (ERD) files.
During ERD to SPD stage, the pipeline finds and discards glitches, removing all
instrumental effects, then converts detector readouts (bits) into slopes (µV/s) and assigns
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wavelengths (Leech et al. 2003). This results in a table (SPD) of corrected slopes, which
should be proportional to the flux density of the target. After getting SPD, the pipeline
applies further corrections and calibrations, such as flat-fielding and photometric checks,
to the slope data and converts slopes to fluxes (Leech et al. 2003). It results in fully
calibrated fluxes as a function of wavelength. The AAR files are just like FITS files in
Spitzer-IRS, so it can also be called FITS AAR files.
Each AAR file contains the data from one observation as a series of wavelength
elements. For each wavelength element, the AAR gives a series parameters other than
wavelength and flux, such as uncertainty, error flags, detector number, scan number, and
segment number. Sloan et al. (2003) demonstrated that there are two major problems in
the process of combining spectral segments from AARs into one coherent spectrum. First,
discontinuities appear between spectral segments. Second, the data in each spectral
segment show significant scatter, although the scatter from a single detector in one scan
direction is not prominent. This is due to the difficulty of properly aligning spectra from
different detectors and scan directions. To handle these two problems, Sloan et al. (2003)
developed a post-pipeline processing algorithm they called swsmake, which first
combines the 24 spectra in each spectral segment into one, and then combines the 12
spectral segments into a single continuous spectrum by normalizing the segments to each
other.
To explain the job done by the swsmake code in detail, the first part is to process a
spectral segment. The code must correct for the deviations among the 24 spectra in each
segment so they can be combined later in a meaningful way. A number of effects prevent
it from completing this task. The dominant problem is the memory effect (Sloan et al.
2003). The dark current varies during a scan, depending on the recent flux history of the
detector. The interdependence of gain corrections and dark current corrections presents
other problems. The swsmake conquers this task by finding a filtered median spectrum
for all 24 spectra, then correcting the individual spectra to fit the median. When the
spectra are combined, they interweave and oversample it, although each spectral element
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is under-sampled. Thus, the median is filtered so that it follows an approximate
continuum, to avoid improper influence of spectral lines. As a result, the algorithm
preserves the detailed spectral structure in each spectrum while removing the overlying
deviations.
The second part of the job of the code swsmake is to combine spectral segments
into a single spectrum by normalizing segments to their neighbors to eliminate
discontinuities. The discontinuities between the spectral segments arise from multiple
causes: 1) the aperture truncation of flux from the source, 2) the resemblance in size
between the point spread function and the aperture, 3) drift or random jitter in the
telescope pointing during a scan, and 4) the continuously changing size of the PSF along
with wavelength, either within a spectral segment or in between segments. When
normalizing two adjacent segments with uncertainty analysis, the spectral data files
generated by the swsmake code contain two columns of uncertainties. The first column is
the statistical uncertainty arising from combining the data from all detectors and scans in
one segment, called the point-to-point uncertainty. The second uncertainty was estimated
at each wavelength range, including the uncertainties arising from their normalization
procedure, called the segment-to-segment uncertainty. The final step in the swsmake
algorithm is to eliminate the overlap between segments by refining the wavelength ranges
for each segment. Data outside the range of each spectral segment are truncated. The
result is a smooth, continuous spectrum from 2.4 to 45 µm. The whole process for ISO
SWS data reduction is summarized in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4. ISO SWS data reduction steps

G. C. Sloan et al. processed (as explained by Sloan et al. 2003) and presented a
complete set of uniformly processed SWS full-scan spectra, which are the most processed
form available from the ISO archive. The spectral atlas is available to the community online, from which we obtained our observed spectra data1.
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Data are accessible through http://isc.astro.cornell.edu/~sloan/library/swsatlas/aot1.html
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Chapter 3
Modeling and Analysis

3.1 Problem Clarification

According to the previous discussion, the carbon-rich AGB stars have carbon-rich
dust around the stellar photosphere and may contain gases such as C2H2, HCN, and CS.
The spectrum we can observe here is formed by extinction of the star’s spectrum,
followed by absorption and emission by circumstellar dust and gases. The following
figure (Fig. 3.1) shows the possible structuring of a carbon-rich AGB star and its
surrounding layers of dust and gas.
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Figure 3.1. Possible dust and gas positions of an AGB star

As shown, the gas may exist between the dust and the stellar photosphere, or out
side of the dust layer or within the dust layer or even the combination of the three. Hence,
the radiation we see coming from the star travel through the following path (Figure 3.2).
Our first task is to determine the final radiation intensity that reaches us from the AGB
star.

Figure 3.2. Radiation path considering all main dust and gas layers
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3.2 Generating the Model

3.2.1 Radiative Transfer
In order to calculate the radiation intensity, we need to use the physics of radiative
transfer. A change in intensity results from emission and absorption is
𝑑𝐼! = −𝛼! 𝐼! + 𝑗! 𝑑𝑠,                                                                                                      (3.1)
where 𝐼!   is the original intensity, 𝛼! is absorption coefficient, 𝑗! is emission coefficient,
and 𝑑𝑠  is the path increment. In this equation, the 𝛼! 𝐼! 𝑑𝑠 part is the absorption increment,
and the 𝑗! 𝑑𝑠 part is the emission increment (Rybicki & Lightman 1979). By introducing
the optical depth 𝜏! , define 𝑑𝜏! = 𝛼! 𝑑𝑠, and source function 𝑆! = 𝑗! /𝛼! . Then Eq. 3.1
becomes
𝑑𝐼! = −𝐼! + 𝑆! 𝑑𝜏! .                                                                                                        (3.2)
The transfer function’s formal solution is
𝐼! 𝜏! = 𝐼! 0 𝑒

!!!

+

!!
!

𝑒 !(!! !!!! ) 𝑆! 𝜏′! 𝑑𝜏′!                                                         (3.3)

(Rybicki & Lightman 1979). When the source function is constant, the solution becomes
𝐼! 𝜏! = 𝑆! + 𝐼! 0 − 𝑆! 𝑒 !!!                                                                             (3.4)
(Rybicki & Lightman 1979), in which, 𝐼! 0 is the background intensity, and 𝑆! is the
source function of the foreground medium. Equation 3.4 shows us if 𝐼! 0 >  𝑆! , then
𝐼! 0 − 𝑆! 𝑒 !!! < 0, 𝐼! tends to decrease along the way, which gives us an absorption
feature (if the optical depth profile is non-zero). On the other hand, if 𝐼! 0 <  𝑆! , then 𝐼!
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tends to increase along the way, which then gives us an emission feature (if the optical
depth profile is non-zero). This equation also shows us if 𝜏! >> 1, then 𝐼! 𝜏! → 𝑆! . This
tells us if the medium is optically thick, the emergent intensity tends to be same as the
source function. This also means that, for any 𝜏! , the emergent intensity cannot pass
below (for absorptions) or above (for emissions) the source function. This is a very
important conclusion and a very useful criterion that will be used in our model fitting. We
also see from Eq. 3.4 that in order to model the observed spectrum, we need to know the
optical depth profile of the medium responsible for the spectrum, the background
intensity, and the source function. Then we can use the equation 3.4 to calculate the
emergent intensity, which then can be compared to the observed spectrum.
Due to local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE; See explanation from Siegel &
Howell 1981), 𝐼! is independent of any properties related to its enclosure and only
depends on the temperature at a single frequency ν (Rybicki & Lightman 1979). Basically,
the second law of thermodynamics cannot be violated. So 𝐼! (0) must be a universal
function of 𝑇! and ν, which leads to Plank’s blackbody function,  so we have
𝐼! (0) = 𝐵! 𝑇!                                                                                                                     (3.5)
𝐵! 𝑇 =

2ℎ𝜈 !
𝑐!

1
!!
𝑒 !"

.                                                                                                      (3.6)

−1

And according to Kirchhoff’s Law, for optically thick media, thermal radiation becomes
blackbody radiation (Rybicki & Lightman 1979). Thus, 𝑆! also equals to 𝐵! 𝑇 ,
𝑆! = 𝐵! 𝑇 .                                                                                                                          (3.7)
Then Eq. 3.4 becomes
𝐼! = 𝐵! 𝑇 + 𝐵! 𝑇! − 𝐵! 𝑇 𝑒 !!! ,                                                                          (3.8)
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where the background blackbody has temperature  𝑇! , and the foreground source medium
has a blackbody temperature of 𝑇. So now the final intensity becomes much easier to
calculate.

3.2.2 Problem Simplification
In order to apply the radiative transfer equation 3.8 to the problem described in
Section 3.1, we need to find out which physical entity each variable refers to. Since the
dust shell is considered to be optically thick, 𝜏! >> 1, and we assume LTE, then the
blackbody radiation of the dust shell would be the background intensity (see earlier
discussion in Section 3.2.1), which is a blackbody function, we write it as 𝐵! 𝑇! , where
𝑇! is the temperature of the dust. Then the gas outside of the dust shell would be the
source medium, we write its source function as 𝐵! 𝑇! , when we assume the gas only has
one species and a single gas temperature 𝑇! . Then the model in figure 3.2 becomes much
simpler as follows:

Figure 3.3. Two-Layer simple model
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And Eq. 3.8 becomes
𝐼! = 𝐵! 𝑇! + 𝐵! 𝑇! − 𝐵! 𝑇!

𝑒 !!! .                                                                      (3.9)

So the final intensity, observed by us, is determined by the dust temperature, gas
temperature, and the optical depth of the gas layer.
Notice that we assume the gas layer only has one temperature, as we assume LTE.
But we know this may not necessarily be the case. So in reality, most likely, the gas layer
will have more than one temperature, (or have continuous changing temperatures) as well
as more molecular species. But we opt for simplicity and looking for the major determine
factors, so this simple model would still be a nice approach that we can use, especially for
fitting and analysis of LMC stars. As for situations where more than one gas species, like
in the galactic AGB stars, or more than one single gas temperature are needed, we can
add more gas layers onto the initial model. We will use multiple gas layers associated
with their own optical depth profiles instead of one single gas layer, because the optical
depth profile is hard to generate when all the different type of gases are mixed together.
So instead, we assume they are separated and located in a sequence as shown in figure
3.4.

Figure 3.4. Multiple-Layer model
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Correspondingly, Eq. 3.9 finally becomes
𝐼! = 𝐵! 𝑇! + 𝐵! 𝑇! +

𝐵! 𝑇! + 𝐵! 𝑇! − 𝐵! 𝑇! 𝑒 !!! − 𝐵! 𝑇!

𝑒 !!! 𝑒 !!!

= 𝐵! 𝑇! + 𝐵! 𝑇! − 𝐵! 𝑇! 𝑒 !!! + 𝐵! 𝑇! − 𝐵! 𝑇! 𝑒 !!! !!!                                                                     
+ 𝐵! 𝑇! − 𝐵! 𝑇! 𝑒 !!! !!! !!! ,                                                                                                                              (3.10)
where 𝑇! , 𝑇! , 𝑇! are gas temperatures for each gas species, and 𝜏! , 𝜏! , 𝜏! are
corresponding optical depth at frequency 𝜈 for that species. Notice we have a sequence in
gas layers. Let us see if the result will be different if the gas layers change order. For
simplicity, consider only two gas layers. Eq. 3.9 will be
𝐼! = 𝐵! 𝑇! +

𝐵! 𝑇! + 𝐵! 𝑇! − 𝐵! 𝑇! 𝑒 !!! − 𝐵! (𝑇! )

𝑒 !!!

= 𝐵! 𝑇! + 𝐵! 𝑇! − 𝐵! 𝑇! 𝑒 !!!    + 𝐵! 𝑇! − 𝐵! 𝑇! 𝑒 !!! !!! .          (3.11)
When gas1 and gas2 layer switch place, then it becomes
𝐼! ′ = 𝐵! 𝑇! +

𝐵! 𝑇! + 𝐵! 𝑇! − 𝐵! 𝑇! 𝑒 !!! − 𝐵! (𝑇! )

𝑒 !!!

= 𝐵! 𝑇! + 𝐵! 𝑇! − 𝐵! 𝑇! 𝑒 !!!    + 𝐵! 𝑇! − 𝐵! 𝑇! 𝑒 !!! !!! .        (3.12)
The results show that they are not equal to each other, even if we let τ1 = τ2 (same species),
meaning the sequence of the gas layer in this model is not interchangeable. But if
consider 𝑇!   = 𝑇!   = 𝑇,
𝐼! = 𝐼!! = 𝐵! 𝑇 + 𝐵! 𝑇! − 𝐵! 𝑇 𝑒 !!! !!! .                                                    (3.13)
Now we have 𝐼! = 𝐼! ′. So we can see, the sequence of the gas layers will not affect
the results only if the gas layers have the same temperature. Otherwise, changing the
sequence will have an impact on the observed spectrum intensity. This is not surprising
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since changing the order of different temperature media will change the absorption and
emission quantity, thus change the final intensity. This also confirms our concern of the
weakness of our model if in reality different gases are mixed together. But the fact is that,
when multiple species are mixed together, the optical depth will no longer be calculable,
as we are assuming the medium to be homogeneous to calculate the optical depth profile
(see Section 3.3). So the multiple-layer model is rather the best we can achieve (while not
too complicated), considering all the assumptions and equations we have.

3.2.3 Background Continuum
We assumed the background continuum is a single blackbody function, due to LTE.
In reality, the dust shell will have different temperatures in different regions, as the shell
is spatially very large. So in that case, the real dust background continuum is more likely
to be a summation of blackbody functions consisting of a series of different temperatures
or continuously changing temperatures within a certain range. Figure 3.5a demonstrates
background continuum arising from three blackbody functions at different temperatures.
As we can see, when we try to fit this continuum (in blue) with a single blackbody
function (in red), it cannot be perfectly fitted (Fig. 3.5 b). If we try to fit only the shorter
wavelength region of continuum, though the longer wavelength part of the continuum
will not be modeled well, the shorter wavelength part can be fitted fairly well (Fig.
3.5c). Similarly, if we fit only to the longer wavelength continuum, we can fit it fairly
well, but the shorter wavelength continuum will not be fit well (Fig. 3.5d).
Since we are interested more in the gas absorption bands than the dust continuum,
and since a blackbody is useful for modeling the local continuum, for simplicity, we will
use a single blackbody function to fit the continuum and estimate the temperature of the
dust that gives rise to the continuum emission.
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Figure 3.5. (a) This sample background continuum (solid blue line) consists three blackbody functions at
different temperatures (dashed blue line). (b) Fitting continuum (blue) with a single blackbody function
(red). (c) Fitting the longer wavelength region with a single blackbody function. (d) Fitting the shorter
wavelength region with a single blackbody function.
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3.3 Optical Depth Profile

Now we determine optical depth, 𝜏! . Optical depth describes how much absorption
occurs when light travels through an absorbing medium. If the optical depth is large,
when 𝜏! >> 1, we say the region is optically thick, light is readily absorbed. On the other
hand, If the optical depth is small, when 𝜏! << 1, the region is optically thin, and light
passes through easily.
According to Cami et al. (2010), the optical depth at frequency ν due to a transition
i for a homogeneous medium is determined by
𝜏!! = 𝑁 ∙ 𝑆!! ! ∙ 𝜙! ,                                                                                                            (3.14)  
where, 𝑁 is column density, which is the number of scatterers lying within a column of a
certain area along the whole distance the light travels through that medium, and it has
units of cm-2. 𝑆!   ! is the line strength at the center frequency 𝜈!   of transition i, and 𝛷! is
line profile function. We use a Gaussian profile as described in Cami et al. (2010) for 𝛷! :
𝛷! =

1 !(!!! )! /(!! )!
!
! .                                                                                          (3.15)
𝑒
Δ𝜈!

We know that many physical effects determine the line shape. Here we assume the
Doppler effect is the main reason of line broadening, and this will be explained later in
Section 3.4. The Doppler width 𝛥𝜈!   is a combination of both thermal motions and microturbulent motions,
𝜈! 2𝑘𝑇
!
Δ𝜈! =
+ 𝜐!"#$
𝑐 𝑚!

!
!

                                                                                          (3.16)
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(Cami et al. 2010), where 𝑚!   is the mass of the molecules,  𝜈! is the central frequency of
  
the line, 𝑇 is the temperature of the gas, and 𝜐!"#$
is the microturbulenct velocity. Eq.

3.16 is later replaced by Eq. 3.21 and 3.22 (see Section 3.5). Thus, with parameter 𝑁, 𝑇
    
and 𝜐! (𝜐!"#$
is included in 𝜐! in our paper, see Section 3.5), we can generate optical

depth profiles for a certain molecule. We will discuss all the values we adjusted for these
parameters later in Section 3.11 and in Chapter 4. Basically our goal is to determine the
values of 𝑁, 𝑇 and 𝜐!     , by comparing the calculated and observed line profiles, and then
try to interpret the possible corresponding physical meaning.
The optical depth profiles library we use in our simulation is generated by our own
computer code. It contains a series of optical depth profiles (for each gas species) with
different T in the increment of 50 K (from 100 K to 1400 K), and a fixed column density
N0 equals to 1018 cm-2 (the column density 𝑁 can be later adjusted by a scale factor in the
simulation calculation), as well as a range of 𝜐!     equal to 3 km/s, 10 km/s, and 20 km/s
(see Section 3.4 and 3.5 for the choosing of these speeds). Each gas species has its own
library with same parameter settings.
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3.4 Line Broadening Effect

Now let us take a look at the causes of line broadening effect, and how it affects the
line profile function. Basically, the causes of line broadening effect can be categorized
into two categories: microscopic and macroscopic.

3.4.1 Microscopic Line Broadening
Microscopic broadening mechanisms occur on length scales smaller than the
photon mean free path. Typically such processes operate on an atomic scale. These
microscopic processes change the optical depth profile of the absorber by changing its
profile function, thus further affecting the absorption features of the absorber. Primary
types of microscopic broadening processes responsible for absorption feature include
thermal broadening, natural broadening, and microturbulent broadening.
Thermal broadening is caused by Doppler effect from random thermal motion. We
know that the thermal velocity (most probable speed of thermal movements) is equal to
2𝐾𝑇/𝑚. For AGB stars we are interested in, that speed is around 1 km/s for gases
outside of the dust shell. The corresponding width of spectral line due to thermal
broadening is on the scale of 10-1 nm. The thermal motions of molecules have MaxwellBoltzmann velocity distribution, which when projected onto a single axis will result in a
Gaussian distribution of the spectroscopic radial velocity. This Gaussian function will be
the profile function for calculating optical depth profile.
Natural broadening is an intrinsic property resulting from Heisenberg’s uncertainty
principle. Considering the typical lifetime of an atom or molecule on its excited state is
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on the order of 10-8 s (comes from the reciprocal of the Einstein coefficient of
spontaneous emission), the line width of natural broadening can be estimated using
uncertainty principle relationship between time and energy, and is on the scale of 10-3 nm
for gases outside of the carbon stars. So the natural broadening can be neglected when
compared to the thermal broadening.
The “microturbulent” broadening process is not well defined physically. It arises
from mechanisms causing line broadening other than thermal motions. This typically
includes internal small-scale motions within an interstellar cloud. Without a firm physical
model for these additional sources of velocity dispersion, it is customary (and convenient)
to adopt a Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution the same as for thermal motions, for
microturbulent motions1, which will also have a Gaussian radial (line-of-sight) velocity
distribution. Hence, We assume a Gaussian profile for both the microturbulence and the
thermal motions in the line profile function. The Doppler velocity of microturbulent is
reported to be around 2.5 km/s in the stellar photosphere (Aringer et al. 1997).

3.4.2 Macroscopic Line Broadening
Macroscopic broadening processes operate on length scales greater than the photon
mean free path. Examples are Doppler broadening caused by stellar rotation and
pulsation (expansion), as well as stellar outflow. These types of movements are in the
macroscopic scale across the whole star shell, and bring Doppler effect due to blue shift
and red shift at different regions of the star. Stellar outflow (expansion) velocities of
carbon-rich AGB stars are reported to range from 3 to 40 km/s with most of them at
around the mean value 17 km/s (Marigo et al. 2008).

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
1

See p. 65 in the lecture notes (accessible through http://zuserver2.star.ucl.ac.uk/~idh/PHAS2112) of the
course PHAS2112 taught at UCL.
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Macroscopic Doppler broadening processes do not change the profile function of
the optical depth, since they merely redistribute certain amount of absorption to different
wavelengths, thus won’t affect the overall absorption line strength. And the shift on
wavelength caused by macroscopic broadening can be omitted due to the small speed
ratio when compared to the speed of light. But this is only true for each line absorbed at
the same location in the star’s photosphere. The spectral flux density is a summation
across the entire photosphere, which includes different locations that have different line
shifts. As there is a radial (line-of-sight) velocity distribution across the entire
photosphere, then the final flux density we obtained will be the result of the original line
convolved with a Doppler shift profile of macroscopic Doppler broadening processes.
This means when the observed spectrum is in low resolution and cannot resolve fine lines
(which is the case here), this broadening effect can be represented as a comparable
expended Doppler width Δ𝜈!   in Eq. 3.15 (see Section 3.5 for more detailed calculations).
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3.5 Doppler Broadening Velocity

As discussed above, the line broadening processes that will affect our results are
three types of Doppler broadening: the thermal, the microturbulent and the macroscopic
ones. The first two of them can already be quantified and represented by Doppler width
and Gaussian profiles. Let us take a look at the third one.
As described above, regarding macroscopic Doppler broadening, the final flux
density we obtained is the result of the original line convolved with a Doppler shift
profile of macroscopic broadening processes. We can assign 𝐷(𝜈) to represent this
Doppler profile. So the new intensity in Eq. 3.8 would become
𝐼!! = 𝐵! 𝑇 + 𝐵! 𝑇! − 𝐵! 𝑇 𝑒 !!! ∗ 𝐷 𝜈 .                                                    (3.17)
If we use optically thin approximation for gas layers to get an estimate of the Doppler
effect, we will have
𝑒 !!! ≈ 1 − 𝜏! ,                                                                                                                (3.18)
then Eq. 3.17 becomes
𝐼!! = 𝐵! 𝑇! ∗ 𝐷 𝜈 + 𝐵! 𝑇! − 𝐵! 𝑇 𝜏! ∗ 𝐷 𝜈 .                                                (3.19)  
A blackbody function convolves with a Doppler profile is still the blackbody function. So
we further have
𝐼!! = 𝐵! 𝑇! + 𝐵! 𝑇! − 𝐵! 𝑇 (𝜏! ∗ 𝐷 𝜈 ).                                                        (3.20)
Eq. 3.20 tells us convolving the optical depth profile with the Doppler profile will have
the equivalent broadening effect. Since in our case, the observed spectrum is in low
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resolution and cannot resolve fine lines, it should not matter what shape the exact
Doppler profile looks like, as long as it provides us the equivalent broadening width. That
means if we use a new Doppler width 𝛥𝜈! to replace Eq. 3.16, then we will have a new
optical depth profile that accounts for all the Doppler broadening effects. So we have
Δ𝜈! =

𝜈!
𝜐                                                                                                                     (3.21)
𝑐 !

to replace Eq. 3.16. We call 𝜐! the Doppler broadening velocity, and it is a combination
of the thermal velocity 𝜐!! , the microturbulent velocity 𝜐!"#$ , and an equivalent star
!
expansion velocity 𝜐!"#
- in our case, macroscopic velocities are mostly caused by the

expansion rate of the circumstellar shell around the AGB stars:
   !
  
!
! !
𝜐! = 𝜐!!
+ 𝜐!"#$
+ 𝜐!"#

!/!

.                                                                            (3.22)

!
We need to determine what is the relationship between 𝜐!"#
and the real expansion
  
velocity 𝜐!"#
in order to have the correct equivalent broadening width. Considering the
  
expansion speed is very small compared to the speed of light, 𝜐!"#
<< c, the low speed

approximation for relativistic Doppler shift of light wave gives us
Δ𝜈   =

𝜈!   
𝜐 .                                                                                                                  (3.23)
𝑐 !"#

The Δ𝜈   is the estimate of the broadening width caused by the shell’s expansion, because
the spectroscopic radial velocity (which actually causes the broadening effect) for the
  
different parts of the circumstellar shell will range from 0 (since the - 𝜐!"#
side is blocked
  
by the star itself thus cannot be observed by us) to 𝜐!"#
. And we know the broadening
  
  
width (namely full width at half maximum, FWHM) caused by 𝜐!!
or 𝜐!"#$
is 1.6651

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
1

For the derivation of 1.665, see p. 64 in the lecture notes (accessible through
http://zuserver2.star.ucl.ac.uk/~idh/PHAS2112) of the course PHAS2112 taught at UCL.
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times larger than its Doppler width Δ𝜈!   appeared in Eq. 3.16 and 3.21. So similarly, for
!
𝜐!"#
, we have:

Δ𝜈   = 1.665  Δ𝜈!(!"#) = 1.665

𝜈! !
𝜐 .                                                                    (3.24)
𝑐 !"#

where Δ𝜈!(!"#) is the Doppler width caused by star expansion. Combining Eq. 3.23 with
3.24, we can easily see
  
!
𝜐!"#
= 1.665  𝜐!"#
.                                                                                                        (3.25)

Therefore, considering the expansion velocity range (3 to 40 km/s) and its mean
value 17 km/s, plus microturbulent velocity of 2.5 km/s and the thermal velocity around 1
km/s, the estimated overall Doppler velocity 𝜐! would range from 3 km/s to 24 km/s with
a mean value about 10 km/s. And this is the reason why we choose 𝜐!     = 3 km/s, 10 km/s,
and 20 km/s for our optical depth profile library.
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3.6 Line Strength

Line strength 𝑆!   ! , which appears in Eq. 3.14, describes the intensity of a spectral
line at a given frequency. It is related to the net rate of absorption (or emission) at that
frequency. Cami et al. (2010) gives the line strength 𝑆!   ! at temperature T for a transition
at frequency 𝜈! from a lower level 1 to an upper level 2 as
!!

𝑆!!

!!
ℎ𝜈!
𝑒 !!"
𝑇 =
𝑔! 𝐵!"
1 − 𝑒 !!!"                                                                   (3.26)
4𝜋
𝑃 𝑇

𝑔! 𝑒 !!! /!" ,                                                                                                  (3.27)

𝑃 𝑇 =
!

where ℎ𝜈! = 𝐸! - 𝐸! , 𝑔!   𝑖𝑠  statistical weight of the lower level, 𝐵!" is the Einstein
coefficient of stimulated absorption. 𝑃 𝑇 is the partition sum, running over all molecular
levels, and 𝑔! is the number of quantum states that have the same energy level. The
partition sum plays the role of a normalizing constant. It encodes how the probabilities
are partitioned among the different microstates, based on their individual energies. It
contains all the transitions of different energy levels or microstates, such as electronic,
vibrational, and rotational contributions. So the exact calculations of these partition
functions at different temperatures are evaluated using quantum mechanical methods
(Sauval & Tatum 1984).
If we know the line strength at a certain reference temperature 𝑇!"# , and partition
sum 𝑃 at all different temperatures, then it is easy to calculate 𝑆!! at any given
temperature 𝑇 from Eq. 3.26. Simply substitute 𝑇!"# for 𝑇 in Eq. 3.26, and then divide
itself, we will then have
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𝑆!! 𝑇 =

𝑃(𝑇!"# )(1 − 𝑒 !!!! /!" )𝑒 !!! /!"
𝑃 𝑇 (1 − 𝑒 !!!! /!!!"# )𝑒 !!! /!!!"#

  𝑆!! 𝑇!"# .                                        (3.28)

Fortunately, we can find all the quantities we need in Eq. 3.28 from the line list profiles
and partition profiles in HITRAN database1. In our models, we use the HITRAN2012
compilation for the gas molecules C2H2 and CS (Rothman et al. 2013), and the
HITRAN2008 compilation for HCN (Rothman et al. 2009). The partition profile includes
partition sums for all gas species we require for temperatures from 70 K to 3000 K. The
line list include all the parameters, including 𝐸! , 𝜈! , and 𝑆!! 𝑇!"# for room temperature
(𝑇!"# = 296K), of possible transitions from theoretical simulation throughout certain
bands. Thus, the line strength for different temperatures can be readily evaluated.
We now can calculate all line strengths for a given temperature, and then generate
  
the specific optical depth profile at that temperature and 𝜐!"#$
for the entire band using

Eq. 3.14, which can be used in the radiative transfer equation (Eq. 3.10) to model the
spectrum.

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
1

Data are accessible through http://www.cfa.harvard.edu/hitran/.
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3.7 Modeling the Observations

3.7.1 Resolution Match
We can generate optical depth profiles and model radiative transfer processes, but
we need to degrade the spectral resolution in order to match the observed spectrum, as the
current modeling process will generate a full high resolution sufficient to resolve all lines
in the line list used to create the optical depth profiles.
As stated above in Chapter 2, our observed spectra come from two different
combinations of instruments and telescopes, Spitzer-IRS and ISO-SWS, and as a result,
they have different spectral resolutions. So we build a function in our code to transfer
from our initial model resolution to corresponding resolutions that match observed
spectra.
The idea of the resolution transfer function is rather simple. First, take the
resolution element from the observed spectrum and then downgrade the spectral
resolution to the same resolution by convolving with a Gaussian function. What needs to
be noticed, especially, is that the real sampling rate (spectral resolution) for our Galactic
Stars, as mentioned in Section 2.2.2, is only 1/8 of the full resolution of the ISO SWS
instrument, as it uses scanning speed 1 in AOT 01, which only applies 1/8 of its full
resolving power.
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High-resolution spectrum

Low-resolution spectrum

Figure 3.6. A demonstration example of degrading spectral resolution of the high-resolution spectrum (left)
output by model simulation to match the observed low-resolution spectrum (right). The dashed lines
represent the source function (blackbody at the gas temperature 𝑇! . Note that the original absorption fine
lines (as shown in the left spectrum) cannot pass below this dashed curve (as the blackbody function at the
gas temperature is the source function, see Section 3.2.1), same for the low-resolution absorption feature as
shown in the right spectrum.

3.7.2 Unit Match
After downgrading the spectral resolution, we still need to convert model output of
intensity to match observed data of flux density. We have definition of specific intensity
or brightness at a certain orientation,
𝐼! ∙ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 =

𝑑𝐹!
,                                                                                                      (3.29)
𝑑Ω

where 𝑑 𝐹𝜈 is the differential amount of flux from solid angle increment 𝑑Ω. The total
flux in that direction is then the integration of 𝑑𝐹 over the entire solid angle,
𝐹! =

𝐼! ∙ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑑Ω.                                                                                            (3.30)
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So these are the relationships between intensity and flux. But in our case it is much more
simpler since we assume 𝐼 is constant (independent from the solid angle). Then the
integral simply yields
𝐹! = 𝐼! ∙ Ω,                                                                                                                          (3.31)
Also, the solid angel is small enough that it equals to its linear approximation
Ω=

𝜋𝑅!
,                                                                                                                        (3.32)
𝑑!

where R is the radius of the stellar dust shell, d is the distance between the star and us. So
combined together, we have

𝐹 =𝐼∙Ω=𝐼∙

𝜋𝑅2
𝑑2

.                                                                                                    (3.33)

When we have the final intensity 𝐼 from Eq. 3.10 followed by convolving with a
Gaussian function to degrade to the correct corresponding spectral resolution, we can
then use equation 3.33 to get the final spectrum in the unit of flux. As the distance to the
star is given, by adjusting the unknown variable R we can adjust the flux density to match
the observed spectrum. And we then have an estimate of the size of the dust shell around
the star.
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3.8 Simulating Dust Continuum

We choose spectrum from LMC star IRAS 04286-6937 as an example to model its
dust continuum. From the observed spectrum of IRAS 04286-6937 (Fig. 3.7), we can see
the absorption feature around 7.5 and 14 µm, and some emission around 11 to 12 µm,
The continuum emission outside of these absorption bands and emission feature is the
continuum from the extincted stellar photosphere plus thermal emission from the
dust. According to earlier discussion, we should be able to fit the continuum using a
Planck function, at the temperature of the dust blackbody radiation. Figure 3.7 shows the
result of the best fitting blackbody continuum using single Planck function of 𝑇!   = 585 K
(±2.5 K), with the radius of the dust shell equal to 8630 R☉ (±5 R☉). Now we can clearly
see all the absorption and emission features. We can see the blackbody function overlaps
the observed spectrum at 6, 9 and 18-22 µm. And basically this will be our future fitting
criteria - to match the continuum bands around 6, 9 and 20 µm. According to Sloan et al.
(2006), the method to determine carbon stars’ continuum from fluxes at these three bands
is called the “Manchester Method”. These bands have no known strong absorption or
emission features. So they can serve as the regions to which we fit the local blackbody
continuum.
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Figure 3.7. Background continuum fitting for IRAS 04286-6937. Dust temperature 𝑇! = 585 K, the radius
of the dust shell (represented by the blackbody at dust temperature) 𝑅 = 8630 R☉. (Observed spectrum with
error bars is in black, and the model spectrum is in red solid line.)
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3.9 SiC Emission

From Fig. 3.7, we can see there is an emission feature around 11 µm. This is the
SiC (Silicon Carbide) emission feature. Although the SiC emission feature is not a major
part of our study, we think it would still be helpful if somehow we could fit this emission
feature. So we tried to add SiC emission to the existing blackbody background continuum.
First, we need to use radiative transfer again to calculate the SiC emission. When
we only consider the emission part itself in radiative transfer, 𝐼! 0 in Eq. 3.4 could be
set to 0 (in fact, this is an overall linear approximation to simplify the problem, but good
enough in our case), and then the increment in intensity due to SiC emission is

𝛥𝐼! = 𝑆! − 𝑆! 𝑒 !𝜏𝜈 .                                                                                            (3.34)
And we assume SiC is optically thin so that the thermal emission from the other dust can
pass through, so that then Eq. 3.34 can be further developed as follows:

𝛥𝐼! = 𝑆! 1 − 𝑒 !𝜏𝜈 ≈ 𝑆! 1 − 1 − 𝜏𝜈

= 𝜏𝜈 𝑆! .                                      (3.35)

Similarly, we still use the LTE blackbody function approach, and then we have

𝛥𝐼𝜈 = 𝜏! 𝑆𝜈 = 𝜏! 𝐵𝜈 ≈ 𝜏! 𝐵𝜈 𝑇𝑑 ,                                                                      (3.36)
in which we use the temperature of the background dust to represent the temperature of
the SiC dust grain, as we are not really concerned about the temperature of the SiC. Also,
from the definition of optical depth 𝑑𝜏! = 𝛼! 𝑑𝑠, we have
!

𝜏! =

!

!

𝛼! 𝑑𝑠 =

!

!

𝜅𝜐 𝜌𝑑𝑠 = 𝜅𝜐

𝜌𝑑𝑠 ,                                                    (3.37)
!
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where 𝜅! is the opacity. We assume the opacity is independent from space location. And
is the molecule (SiC) density. Combine equation 3.36 and 3.37 together, we will get
!

!
𝜋𝑅 !
𝜋𝑅 ! 𝜅𝜐 𝜋𝑅 ! 𝜌𝑑𝑠
𝜅𝜐 𝑚𝑠𝑖𝑐
𝛥𝐹 = 𝛥𝐼 ! ≈ 𝜏𝜈 𝐵! 𝑇!
=
𝐵! 𝑇! =
𝐵! 𝑇! , (3.38)
!
!
𝑑
𝑑
𝑑
𝑑!

where 𝑚!"# is the total mass of SiC grains in the front part of the dust shell (more
precisely, it is only the amount of SiC within the space between the star and us, not from
the entire dust shell). This unknown variable can be later adjusted to fit the scale of
observed spectrum, and meanwhile we will also have an estimate of the mass scale of SiC
dust grain.
In order to calculate the emission feature of SiC, we need to know the opacity 𝜅! . It
can be obtained through the dielectric function 𝜀 of SiC. The relationship between 𝜅! and
𝜀 is described in the book by Bohrem & Huffman (1983).
The dielectric function 𝜀 can be theoretically constructed (Laor & Draine 19931), or
empirically derived from lab data. The latter uses near-normal reflectance spectroscopy
experiment to found out the reflectance and then further get the complex dielectric
function mathematically (Pitman et al. 2008; Mutschke et al. 1999). In both cases, the
dielectric function is eventually determined by the specific grain size distribution of the
medium (Bohren & Huffman 1983).
So we need to build a mathematical model to describe the grain shape distribution
of SiC that determines the dielectric function 𝜀 for SiC. We use ellipsoids of varying
shapes, which eventually determined by three parameters l, m, n (Fig. 3.8b). This will be
further explained below.
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  Data

accessible from http://www.astro.princeton.edu/~draine/dust/dust.diel.html	
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Figure 3.8. (a) The ellipsoidally-shaped dust grain shape demonstration. a, b, and c are along x, y, and z
direction. (b) Illustration of the relationship between L1, L2 and l, m, n.

Assume the extents of the ellipsoidally-shaped dust grain along the x, y, and z
directions are a, b, and c (Figure 3.8a), let

1
1
1
L1 =   , L2 =   , L3 = ,                                                                              (3.39)
a
b
c
and then we put a constraint onto them:

L1 + L2 + L3 = 1,                                                                                            (3.40)
so that only two parameters will be independent. We choose L1 and L2 for that
purpose. Since the grains have a range of different shapes, all the possible shapes of the
SiC dust grains can be described by the gray region marked in the diagram in Figure 3.8b,
and each point will correspond to a different shape. And then we assume the most simple
distribution case, where all existing shapes (points in the triangle we built) have same
weighing factor, and the shape of the distribution region is also a triangle, so that this
triangle can be determined by three numbers, l, the distance to the L2 axis; m, the
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distance to the L1 axis; and n, the vertical distance to the sloped line passing through
points (L1, L2) of (0, 1) and (1, 0) (See Figure 3.8b). We must have

𝑙 + 𝑚 + 𝑛 < 1.                                                                                                (3.40)
The following two figures show the SiC fitting results for IRAS 04286-6937 using
dielectric functions that were empirically derived (Pitman et al. 2008) and theoretically
derived (Laor & Draine 1993) separately. The three numeric parameters are l, m, n = 0.05,
0.17, 0.68 and 0.01, 0.03, 0.08 respectively. We can see the empirically derived 𝜀 model
has no emission wings beyond the center emission feature, meaning no extra flux outside
the 11 micron emission feature, while the theoretically constructed epsilon model has
flux outside the 11 micron emission feature. This will affect the background continuum,
making the model continuum higher than the blackbody continuum when close to the SiC
emission feature. However, in this case (IRAS 04286-6937), both fit pretty well. Also
note that the masses of SiC in the two models are fairly close. One is 1.5x1022 kg and the
other is 1.3x1022 kg. So we could say that our model to simulate SiC emission feature is
good enough to fulfill our purpose, and provides reasonable physical parameters.
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Figure 3.9. SiC emission fitting for IRAS 04286-6937 using theoretically constructed 𝜀. 𝑇! = 585 K; 𝑅 =
8630 R☉; the estimated mass of SiC grains (in the front of the dust shell) 𝑚!"# = 1.5x1022 kg, three numeral
parameters for grain shape distribution l, m, n = 0.05, 0.17, 0.68. (Black line: observed spectrum with error
bars; red solid line: model spectrum; blue dashed line: blackbody continuum; red dash-dot line: SiC
emission alone.)
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Figure 3.10. SiC emission model for IRAS 04286-6937 using empirically derived  𝜀. 𝑇! = 585 K; 𝑅 = 8630
R☉; 𝑚!"#   = 1.3x1022 kg, l, m, n = 0.01, 0.03, 0.08. (Black line: observed spectrum with error bars; red solid
line: model spectrum; blue dashed line: blackbody continuum; red dash-dot line: SiC emission alone.)
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3.10 Complete Model

Equation 3.38 gives the flux density increment due to SiC emission. So we need to
combine this increment in intensity onto the original single blackbody radiation
continuum 𝐵! 𝑇! . Then we will have a new background radiation that include both dust
shell and SiC emission, which share the same temperature 𝑇! in our model. So the new
background radiation before gas absorption will give initial intensity

𝛥𝐹
𝜅! 𝑚!"#
𝑑2
𝜅! 𝑚!"#
𝐼! 0 = 𝐵! 𝑇! +
= 𝐵! 𝑇! +
𝐵! 𝑇!
= 1+
𝐵! 𝑇! . (3.41)
2
2
Ω
𝜋𝑅
𝜋𝑅2
𝑑
Now replace the background radiation in Eq. 3.9 and 3.10 with this new 𝐼! 0 , we will

have
𝐼! = 𝐵! 𝑇! +

𝜋𝑅2

𝐹! =

𝑑2

𝐵! 𝑇! +

1+
𝜋𝑅2
𝑑2

𝜅! 𝑚!"#

𝜋𝑅2
1+

𝐵! 𝑇! − 𝐵! 𝑇!

𝜅! 𝑚!"#

𝜋𝑅2

𝑒 !!! ,                                      (3.42)

𝐵! 𝑇! − 𝐵! 𝑇!

𝑒 !!!                     (3.43)

for one gas species, and
𝐼! = 𝐵! 𝑇! + 𝐵! 𝑇! − 𝐵! 𝑇! 𝑒 !!! + 𝐵! 𝑇! − 𝐵! 𝑇! 𝑒 !!! !!!
+

𝐹! =

𝜋𝑅2
𝑑

2

1+

𝜅! 𝑚!"#

𝜋𝑅2

𝐵! 𝑇! − 𝐵! 𝑇!

𝑒 !!! !!! !!! ,                                                                    (3.44)

(𝐵! 𝑇! + 𝐵! 𝑇! − 𝐵! 𝑇! 𝑒 !!! + 𝐵! 𝑇! − 𝐵! 𝑇! 𝑒 !!! !!! )
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+

𝜋𝑅2
𝑑

2

1+

𝜅! 𝑚!"#

𝜋𝑅

2

𝐵! 𝑇! − 𝐵! 𝑇!

𝑒 !!! !!! !!!                                                                 (3.45)

for the multiple-layer model with all three gases in the final form for our model. After we
obtain the final flux density, 𝐹! , we just need to convolve it with a proper Gaussian
function to match the observed spectral resolution. A illustration for our complete model
radiative transfer sequence is shown in Figure 3.11.

Figure 3.11. Illustration of the complete multiple-layer model

So far, our model is complete. We use dust shell blackbody emission plus SiC
emission as the background radiation and add up to three layers of gases, each for C2H2,
HCN and CS, as the foreground to fit the observed spectrum. The model has 13
adjustable parameters - dust temperature  𝑇! , gas temperatures for all three species 𝑇!! !! ,
𝑇!"# , 𝑇!" , column densities for all three gases 𝑁!! !! , 𝑁!"# ,  𝑁!" , Doppler broadening
velocity 𝜐! , dust shell radius 𝑅, total SiC mass 𝑚!"# between the star and us, numeric
parameters l, m, n for SiC grain shape distribution - for fitting selected wavelength range
of each carbon star’s spectrum.
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3.11 Simulating Gas Absorptions

Now that we are able to fit the dust continuum, we finally want to see how our
model handles the gas absorption features at 7.5 µm and 14 µm. First, we will simulate
and test four major factors that are related to gas absorption features: the column density
𝑁, the gas temperature 𝑇! , the Doppler broadening velocity 𝜐! , and different gas species:
C2H2, HCN, and CS. The SiC emission is not considered in these tests, and we assume an
arbitrary distance d the target star is from us, so the flux density will have an absolute
value in Jy, but does not refer to any real AGB star yet. For each case, we only change
one of the four factors, keep other parameters fixed, so we can see how exactly each of
them affects the result. The default value for each parameter is 𝑇! = 600 K, 𝑁 = 8 × 1018
cm-2, 𝑇! = 500 K, 𝜐! = 10 km/s, and the default gas species is C2H2.

3.11.1 Changing Column Density
Now we change the column density 𝑁 from 5 × 1017 cm-2 to 3.2 × 1019 cm-2, with
its value 4 times larger for each step (more specifically, it equals 0.5, 2, 8, and 32 × 1018
cm-2), with all other parameters their default values (𝑇! = 600 K, 𝑇! = 500 K, 𝜐! = 10
km/s, and the gas species is C2H2). See simulation result in Figure 3.12.
We can see from the result of changing column density 𝑁, all of the absorption
bands at 7.5 µm and 14 µm go deeper and also wider along with the increasing column
density. The increasing rate of the absorption depth goes faster from the beginning (see
the increasing interval between each line at 7.5 µm in the figure), then slows down
(saturation effect) when the lowest point gets closer to the lower limit of the absorption
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lines (see the decreasing interval between each line at the center absorption band of 14
µm in the figure), which is defined by the blackbody curve at the gas temperature. This is
because the emergent intensity due to absorptions cannot pass below the source function,
which is the blackbody radiation at the temperature of the absorber (see discussion at
Section 3.2.1).

Figure 3.12. Model spectra in solid lines with dust temperature 𝑇! = 600 K, gas temperature 𝑇! = 500 K,
Doppler broadening velocity 𝜐! = 10 km/s, and the gas species is C2H2. From the top line to the bottom one,
the lines correspond to column densities of 𝑁 = 0.5, 2, 8, and 32 × 1018 cm-2 respectively. Dashed line is
the blackbody curve at the gas temperature 500 K, which is the source function representing the lower limit
for the absorption features (see Section 3.2.1.)
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3.11.2 Changing Gas Temperature
Now we change the gas temperature 𝑇! from 400 K to 550 K, with 50 K increment
for each step (more specifically, it equals to 400, 450, 500, and 550 K), with all other
parameters remaining at their default values (𝑇! = 600 K, 𝑁 = 8 × 1018 cm-2, 𝜐! = 10
km/s, and the gas species is C2H2). See simulation result in Figure 3.13.

Figure 3.13. Model spectra in solid lines with 𝑇! = 600 K, 𝑁 = 8 × 1018 cm-2, 𝜐! = 10 km/s, and the gas
species is C2H2. From the top line to the bottom one, the lines correspond to 𝑇! = 550 K (black), 500 K
(blue), 450 K (red) and 400 K (green) respectively. Dashed line is the blackbody curve at the gas
temperature as specified in that color, representing the lower limit for the absorption features under that gas
temperature.
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We can see from the result, when decreasing the gas temperature 𝑇! , the depth of
all the absorption bands simply goes deeper while maintaining the same absorption width.
The increasing rate of the absorption depth generally stays the same across all the bands,
because it is brought down proportionally by the gap between the background radiation
and the source function, and all the source functions go down at a stable rate when
decreasing the gas temperature. As a result, decreasing the gas temperature, or bringing
larger gap between dust and gas temperature, will simply increase the overall absorption
depth.

3.11.3 Changing Doppler Velocity
Now we change the Doppler broadening velocity 𝜐! from 3 km/s to 20 km/s, with
its value approximately doubling for each step (more precisely, it equals 3, 5, 10, and 20
km/s), with all other parameters remaining at their default values (𝑇! = 600 K, 𝑁 = 8 ×
1018 cm-2, 𝑇! = 500 K, and the gas species is C2H2). See simulation result in Figure 3.14.
We can see from the result of changing Doppler broadening velocity 𝜐! , the depth
of all the absorption bands simply goes deeper along with the increasing velocity, while
maintaining the same absorption width. Similar to the effects of changing column density,
the increasing rate of the absorption depth slows down because of saturation when the
lowest point gets closer to the lower limit of the absorption lines defined by the
blackbody curve at the gas temperature. But it looks like the saturation comes much later
(see the gap between each line at the center of the absorption band at 14 µm in the figure),
only prominent when it gets very close to the lower limit, compared to the effect of
increasing column densities.
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Figure 3.14. Model spectra in solid lines with 𝑇! = 600 K, 𝑁 = 8 × 1018 cm-2, 𝑇! = 500 K, and the gas
species is C2H2. From the top line to the bottom one, the lines correspond to 𝜐! = 3, 5, 10, and 20 km/s
respectively. Dashed line is the blackbody curve at the gas temperature 500 K, representing the lower limit
for the absorption features.

3.11.4 Changing Gas Species
Now we change the gas species from C2H2 to HCN and then CS, including only
one gas type at a time, with all other parameters remaining at their default values (𝑇! =
600 K, 𝑁 = 8 × 1018 cm-2, 𝑇! = 500 K, 𝜐! = 10 km/s). See simulation result in Figure 3.15.
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Figure 3.15. Model spectra in solid lines with 𝑇! = 600 K, 𝑁 = 8 × 1018 cm-2, 𝑇! = 500 K, 𝜐! = 10 km/s.
The gas species for each line is C2H2 (black), HCN (blue), CS (red). Dashed line is the blackbody curve at
the gas temperature 500 K, representing the lower limit for the absorption features.

We can see that CS has no absorption at 14 µm. The central narrow absorption
feature or the Q branch (Aoki et al. 1999) of the HCN 14-µm absorption feature is
slightly shifted about 0.3 µm to the right (long-wavelength side) compared to that of
C2H2, and overlaps with the secondary (minor) absorption feature of C2H2 to the right of
the main C2H2 absorption spike, which makes it extremely hard to differentiate HCN
from C2H2. At 7.5 µm, C2H2 and CS have comparably strong features with that of HCN
being weaker. While the middle of C2H2 band is centered at 7.5 µm, HCN shifts about 0.5
µm to the left, CS’s shifts about 0.5 µm to the right. So the P branch of HCN and the R
branch of CS overlap with the absorption band of C2H2 at 7.5 µm.
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Chapter 4
Results

4.1 The LMC C-Rich AGB Stars

4.1.1 IRAS 05300-6651
IRAS 05300-6651 is a carbon-rich AGB star in the LMC observed by the Spitzer
Space Telescope, and its astronomical observation request (AOR) number is 6024704.
The LMC is 50,000 parsecs (1 parsec = 3.0857 × 1016 m) away from the Earth (Ngeow &
Kanbur 2008), so the distance between IRAS 05300-6651 and us is 50,000 parsecs. The
observed spectrum is shown in Figure 4.1 (black line) with a black body curve (blue
dashed line) plus SiC emission (red dash-dot line) fit to smooth continuum added
together (red solid line). The blackbody temperature is 560 K, meaning that the parts of
the dust shell, giving rise to the mid-infrared continuum flux, have an average
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temperature of 560 K. One single blackbody curve can fit the continuum pretty well,
which means the variation in temperature of the dust shell is very small (see Section
3.2.3).

Figure 4.1. Dust continuum model for IRAS 05300-6651 (the observed spectral data is from SAGE-Spec,
see Section 2.1.2) using theoretically constructed SiC dielectric function, 𝜀. 𝑇! = 560 K; 𝑅 = 9620 R☉;
𝑚!"#   = 2.4 × 1022 kg; l, m, n = 0.04, 0.10, 0.50. Black line: observed spectrum with error bars; red solid line:
model spectrum; blue dashed line: blackbody continuum; red dash-dot line: SiC emission alone.

The radius of the dust shell is 9620 times larger than the radius of the Sun, which is
very huge but within the typical range of AGB star’s size. Also, note that the dust shell
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consists of stellar material lifted and pushed out from the AGB star into the circumstellar
envelope around the star by its mass outflow, so this radius represents an average radius
from which a significant amount of the dust continuum flux is emitted. An estimate of the
SiC dust grain in front of the dust shell (between the stellar photosphere and us) is 2.4 ×
1022 kg. In comparison, one Solar mass is about 2 × 1030 kg, and the AGB star’s typical
mass is around that range.

Figure 4.2. Overall spectrum model for IRAS 05300-6651 with theoretically constructed 𝜀. 𝑇! = 560 K; 𝑇!
= 450 K; 𝑁 = 5.0 × 1019 cm-2; 𝜐! = 10 km/s;  𝑅 = 9620 R☉; 𝑚!"#   = 2.5 × 1022 kg; l, m, n = 0.04, 0.1, 0.5.
Black line: observed spectrum with error bars; red solid line: model spectrum; blue dashed line:
background continuum from dust emission; green dashed line: blackbody curve at the gas temperature
representing the lower limit for gas absorption (see Section 3.2.1).
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After fitting the dust background continuum and SiC emission feature, we tried to
fit both the absorption feature at 7.5 and 14 µm at the same time by using one set of gas
temperature and column density from the main gas species, C2H2. And the best result we
can get is shown in Figure 4.2, with a gas temperature of 450 K and column density of
5.0 × 1019 cm-2. As we can see, both can be fit overall to a certain extent, but not
precisely. Further adjusting to fit to both of the features at two wavelength ranges is
impossible. This is due to the 7 and 14 µm absorption bands originating at different
locations in the dust shell (Zijlstra et al. 2006; Leisenring et al. 2008), so they will have
slightly different temperatures as well as different column densities. This is true for all
other stars we model, and, in most cases, the result is worse if we try to fit to both of the
absorption bands at the same time using one set of gas temperature and column density.
So the best way to do it is to fit them separately.
So first, we fit the 7.5-µm absorption feature. The best-fit result is shown in Figure
4.3 using only one gas species, C2H2. The temperature of the C2H2 is 500 K, with a
column density of 2.0 × 1020 cm-2 and Doppler velocity of 10 km/s, which is the mean
value (see Section 3.5). We can see the overall shape is matched, except for the local
maxima at the lower wavelength side of the two branches. We suspect that the unmatched
shape at the lower wavelength side of the R branch is due to HCN. So we further add
HCN as a second gas layer in our model to try to fill that unmatched gap. The best result
is shown in Figure 4.4. As we can see, it does fill the gap, but has artificial look. The
model spectrum at 7 µm is not smooth due to HCN absorption bands shape. But again,
since the uncertainty at 7 µm for the observed spectrum is relatively high, we will not
know the exact shape there; however, our fit mostly falls within the uncertainty range
defined by the error bars. So there might be HCN in the dust shell of IRAS 05300-6651,
but we consider the chance to be not very high.
The gas temperature of HCN in the best fit is also 500 K, the same as that of C2H2,
but with a lower column density of 5.0 × 1019 cm-2. The green dashed lines in the figures
are blackbody curve at the gas temperature, which is 500 K in this case, representing the
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lower limit for gas absorption. No absorption feature can pass below this line due to line
saturation when it gets close to the lower limit (see p. 35 at Section 3.2.1).

Figure 4.3. 7.5-µm absorption band model for IRAS 05300-6651 using only one gas species, C2H2. 𝑇! =
560 K, 𝑇! = 500 K, 𝑁 = 2.0 × 1020 cm-2, 𝜐! = 10 km/s,  𝑅 = 9620 R☉. Black line: observed spectrum with
error bars; red solid line: model spectrum; blue dashed line: blackbody continuum; green dashed line:
blackbody curve at the gas temperature representing the lower limit for gas absorption (see Section 3.2.1).
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Figure 4.4. 7.5-µm absorption band model for IRAS 05300-6651 using two gas species C2H2 and HCN. 𝑇!
= 560 K, C2H2 gas temperature 𝑇!!!! = 500 K, C2H2 column density 𝑁!!!! = 2.0 × 1020 cm-2, HCN gas
temperature 𝑇!"# = 500 K, HCN column density 𝑁!"# = 5.0 × 1019 cm-2, 𝜐! = 10 km/s,  𝑅 = 9620 R☉.
Black line: observed spectrum with error bars; red solid line: model spectrum; blue dashed line: blackbody
continuum; green dashed line: blackbody curve at the gas temperature representing the lower limit for gas
absorption (see Section 3.2.1).

Next, we fit the 14-µm absorption feature. The best fit is shown in Figure 4.5. We
only use the main gas type, C2H2, at a gas temperature of 400 K for the model spectrum.
This is 100 K lower than the temperature used to fit the 7.5-µm absorption band. Also,
the C2H2 has a much lower column density of only 6.0 × 1018 cm-2.
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Figure 4.5. 14-µm absorption band model for IRAS 05300-6651 using only one gas species, C2H2. 𝑇! =
560 K, 𝑇! = 400 K, 𝑁 = 6.0 × 1018 cm-2, 𝜐! = 10 km/s,  𝑅 = 9620 R☉. Black line: observed spectrum with
error bars; red solid line: model spectrum; blue dashed line: background continuum from dust emission.

As shown in figure 4.5, all of the three branches (P, R and Q) are fit very well in
general, with the only major problem that our model shows a foot (a minor absorption
feature) from 13.8 to 14.5 µm on the right (i.e., to longer wavelengths) of the Q branch
(the narrow absorption feature at 13.7 µm, the center of the 14-µm absorption band) that
we do not see in the observed spectrum. We are not completely certain of the reason why
our model shows an additional absorption spike at 14 µm, but we suspect this is due to a
deficiency in the HITRAN 2012 line lists for C2H2. This problem does not exist in Aoki
et al. (1999), where they use their own line list.
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4.1.2 IRAS 04286-6937
IRAS 04286-6937 is a carbon-rich AGB star in the LMC observed by the Spitzer
telescope, and the AOR number is 10972672. The distance between IRAS 04286-6937
and us is 50,000 parsecs. The observed spectrum with background continuum fitting is
shown in Figure 4.6. We have shown this fitting in Chapter 3 Section 3.9 already.

	
  

Figure 4.6. Dust continuum model for IRAS 04286-6937 (the observed spectral data is from SAGE-Spec)
using theoretically constructed 𝜀 for SiC. 𝑇! = 585 K; 𝑅 = 8630 R☉; 𝑚!"#   = 1.5 × 1022 kg; l, m, n = 0.05,
0.17, 0.68. Black line: observed spectrum with error bars; red solid line: model spectrum; blue dashed line:
blackbody continuum; red dash-dot line: SiC emission alone.
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The radius of its dust shell as determined from blackbody fitting is 8540 R☉ (solar
radii), which is similar to that of IRAS 05300-6651. An estimate of the SiC dust grain
mass from the model is 1.5 × 1022 kg, on the same order of that of IRAS 05300-6651.

Figure 4.7. 7.5-µm absorption band model for IRAS 04286-6937 using only one gas species, C2H2. 𝑇! =
590 K, 𝑇! = 500 K, 𝑁 = 3.0 × 1019 cm-2, 𝜐! = 10 km/s,  𝑅 = 8540 R☉. Black line: observed spectrum with
error bars; red solid line: model spectrum; blue dashed line: background continuum from dust emission.

Figure 4.7 shows the best fit of the 7.5-µm absorption feature. We only use one gas
species (C2H2) here. The C2H2 temperature is 500 K, with a column density of 3.0 × 1019
cm-2 and a Doppler velocity of 10 km/s, the mean value mentioned in Section 3.5. We
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can see the overall shape is matched except for the longer wavelength side. We do not
think there is any indication for HCN for IRAS 04286-6937. There are some indications
CS may be present.

Figure 4.8. 14-µm absorption band model for IRAS 04286-6937 using only one gas species, C2H2. 𝑇! =
580 K, 𝑇! = 450 K, 𝑁 = 8.0 × 1018 cm-2, 𝜐! = 10 km/s,  𝑅 = 8700 R☉. Black line: observed spectrum with
error bars; red solid line: model spectrum; blue dashed line: background continuum from dust emission.

For the 14-µm absorption feature, the best fit is shown in Figure 4.8. It is similar to
IRAS 05300-6651. We only use the main gas type, C2H2, and its gas temperature is 450
K, which is 50 K lower than the temperature in the model of the 7.5-µm absorption band,
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with a lower column density of only 8.0 × 1018 cm-2. As shown in Figure 4.5, all of the
three branches (P, R and Q) are fit very well in general, with the same major problem
discussed in Section 4.1.1. Our model shows a minor absorption feature on the right of
the Q branch of the model for IRAS 04286-6937, while the observed spectrum does not
have this absorption feature, showing a smooth foot shape instead.

4.1.3 MSX LMC 220

Figure 4.9. Dust continuum fitting for MSX LMC 220 (the observed spectral data is from SAGE-Spec)
using theoretically constructed 𝜀 for SiC. 𝑇! = 675 K; 𝑅 = 7910 R☉; 𝑚!"#   = 1.0 × 1022 kg; l, m, n = 0.03,
0.10, 0.60. Black line: observed spectrum with error bars; red solid line: model spectrum; blue dashed line:
blackbody continuum; red dash-dot line: SiC emission alone.
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MSX LMC 220 is also a carbon-rich AGB star in the LMC observed by the Spitzer
telescope, and its AOR number is 10961664. It is 50,000 parsecs away from us as well.
The observed spectrum with background continuum model is shown in Figure 4.9. The
blackbody curve plus SiC emission are fit to the background continuum (blue dashed
line). The SiC emission is relatively low compared to previously discussed stars. The
background temperature is 675 K, and the dust shell radius is 7910 R☉. A single
blackbody curve can fit the continuum pretty well for MSX LMC 220.

Figure 4.10. 7.5-µm absorption band model for MSX LMC 220 using only one gas species, C2H2. 𝑇! = 675
K, 𝑇! = 600 K, 𝑁 = 2.0 × 1019 cm-2, 𝜐! = 10 km/s,  𝑅 = 7910 R☉. Black line: observed spectrum with error
bars; red solid line: model spectrum; blue dashed line: background continuum from dust emission.
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Figure 4.10 shows the best fit of the 7.5-µm absorption feature. We only use one
gas species (C2H2) here. The C2H2 temperature is 600 K, with a column density of 2.0 ×
1019 cm-2 and Doppler velocity of 10 km/s, the mean value mentioned in see Section 3.5.
This time, the overall shape is not matched very well. So we decide to fit the observed
spectrum with all three gas species.

Figure 4.11. 7.5-µm absorption band model for MSX LMC 220 using two gas species: C2H2 and HCN. 𝑇!
= 675 K, 𝑇!!!! = 600 K, 𝑁!!!! = 1.0 × 1019 cm-2, 𝑇!"# = 600 K, 𝑁!"# = 3.0 × 1019 cm-2, CS gas temperature
𝑇!" = 600 K, CS column density 𝑁!" = 2.0 × 1018 cm-2, 𝜐! = 10 km/s,  𝑅 = 7910 R☉. Black line: observed
spectrum with error bars; red solid line: model spectrum; blue dashed line: blackbody continuum.
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The best fit model is shown in Figure 4.11. As can be seen, the new result fits very
well, filling the unmatched gaps. Especially for the wavelength around 8 µm, the model
spectrum has a very smooth transition, and it overlaps the observed spectrum. This
suggests both HCN and CS are present in the dust shell of MSX LMC 220. All three
species have the same gas temperature of 600 K, with different abundances suggested by
the different column densities. The same gas temperature suggests these gases probably
exist in the regions close to each other.
For the 14-µm absorption feature, the best fit is shown in Figure 4.12. We only use
the main gas type, C2H2. The gas temperature is 500 K, which is again 100 K lower than
the temperature for the model of the 7.5-µm absorption band. The column density is also
lower, only 3.0 × 1018 cm-2. As shown in Figure 4.12, similar to the previous cases, all of
the three branches (P, R and Q) are fit well in general, with the same unmatched “foot”
discussed in Section 4.1.1.
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Figure 4.12. 14-µm absorption band model for MSX LMC 220 using only one gas species, C2H2. 𝑇! = 675
K, 𝑇! = 500 K, 𝑁 = 3.0 × 1018 cm-2, 𝜐! = 10 km/s,  𝑅 = 7910 R☉. Black line: observed spectrum with error
bars; red solid line: model spectrum; blue dashed line: background continuum from dust emission.

4.1.4 MSX LMC 1384
MSX LMC 1384 is the last carbon-rich AGB star from the LMC in our study. Its
AOR number is 10970624, and it is also 50,000 parsecs away from us. The observed
spectrum with background continuum model is shown in Figure 4.13. The blackbody
curve plus SiC emission are fit to the background continuum. The SiC emission is higher
than that of MSX LMC 220. The background temperature is 645 K, and the dust shell
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radius is 5840 R☉. Similarly, a single blackbody curve can fit the continuum pretty well
for MSX LMC 1384.

Figure 4.13. Dust continuum fitting for MSX LMC 1384 (the observed spectral data is from SAGE-Spec)
using theoretically constructed 𝜀 for SiC. 𝑇! = 645 K; 𝑅 = 5840 R☉; 𝑚!"#   = 1.8 × 1022 kg; l, m, n = 0.09,
0.20, 0.60. Black line: observed spectrum with error bars; red solid line: model spectrum; blue dashed line:
blackbody continuum; red dash-dot line: SiC emission alone.
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Figure 4.14. 7.5-µm absorption band model for MSX LMC 1384 using only one gas species, C2H2. 𝑇! =
640 K, 𝑇! = 550 K, 𝑁 = 2.0 × 1020 cm-2, 𝜐! = 10 km/s,  𝑅 = 5840 R☉. Black line: observed spectrum with
error bars; red solid line: model spectrum; blue dashed line: background continuum from dust emission;
green dashed line: blackbody curve at the gas temperature representing the lower limit for gas absorption
(see Section 3.2.1).

Figure 4.14 shows the best fit of the 7.5-µm absorption feature. We only use one
gas species (C2H2) here. The C2H2 temperature is 550 K, with a column density of 2.0 ×
1020 cm-2 and Doppler velocity of 10 km/s, the mean value mentioned in see Section 3.5.
As with MSX LMC 220, the overall shape is not matched very well by using a single gas
species. So we fit the observed spectrum with all three gases. The best result is shown in
Figure 4.15. As we can see, the new result fits the observed absorption features from 6.5
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to 8.5 µm very well. This suggests us that the HCN and CS are likely both present in the
dust shell of the AGB star MSX LMC 1384. The three types of gases have slightly
different temperatures 50 K apart from each other, with decreasing column densities from
C2H2 to HCN to CS.

Figure 4.15. 7.5-µm absorption band model for MSX LMC 1384 using all three gas species. 𝑇! = 645 K,
𝑇!!!! = 550 K, 𝑁!!!! = 1.5 × 1020 cm-2, 𝑇!"# = 500 K, 𝑁!"# = 1.0 × 1020 cm-2, 𝑇!" = 600 K, 𝑁!" = 5.0 ×
1019 cm-2, 𝜐! = 10 km/s,  𝑅 = 5840 R☉. Black line: observed spectrum with error bars; red solid line: model
spectrum; blue dashed line: background continuum from dust emission; green dashed line: blackbody
curves at three different gas temperatures representing the lower limits for absorptions caused by different
gas species (see Section 3.2.1).
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Figure 4.16. 14-µm absorption band model for MSX LMC 1384 using only one gas species, C2H2. 𝑇! =
645 K, 𝑇! = 500 K, 𝑁 = 4.0 × 1019 cm-2, 𝜐! = 20 km/s,  𝑅 = 5840 R☉. Black line: observed spectrum with
error bars; red solid line: model spectrum; blue dashed line: background continuum from dust emission;
green dashed line: blackbody curve at the gas temperature representing the lower limit for gas absorption
(see Section 3.2.1).

For the 14-µm absorption feature, the best fit is shown in Figure 4.16. We still only
use the main gas type C2H2. The gas temperature is 500 K, which is 50 K lower than the
temperature of the C2H2 in the model of the 7.5-µm absorption band. Similar to the
previous cases, all of the three branches (P, R and Q) are fit well in general, with the
same unmatched “foot” discussed in Section 4.1.1. However, the main difference for this
time is that the Doppler velocity is no longer the average value 10 km/s but instead 20
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km/s around the upper limit as mentioned in Section 3.5. The reason why a higher
Doppler broadening velocity is needed is that at 10 km/s, the optical depth profile cannot
provide enough absorption depth to the wings (P and R branches) of the 14-µm
absorption feature. At 20 km/s Doppler velocity, the broadening effect can match the
deep P and R branches observed in the spectrum of MSX LMC 1384. This may suggest
that the dust shell expansion rate of MSX LMC 1384 is much higher than the rest,
perhaps close to 40 km/s (Section 3.5).

4.1.5 Summary of The LMC Carbon Stars
There are three major features in the carbon star spectra, two of which are of
interest here: the 7.5 µm and 14 µm absorption features. These are caused primarily by
C2H2 and to lesser extents by HCN and CS. The emission feature around 11 µm is caused
by SiC. A single blackbody curve at the dust temperature can always fit the background
continuum for each band well enough. The blackbody-curve temperatures for the 4 LMC
stars we modeled are always around 600 K, with variations of about 50 K only. And the
estimated corresponding dust shell radius is between 6000 and 10,000 solar radii.
The SiC emission feature is usually fit very well using theoretically constructed
dielectric function 𝜀 from Laor & Draine (1993). For the 7.5 µm and 14 µm bands, we
need to model them separately. We see a pattern that both the gas and dust temperatures
for the models of the 7-µm bands are not lower than those for the 14-µm bands. This
suggests either it is easier for us to observe deeper into dust shell at the shorter
wavelength, or they originate in a deeper region of the dust shell where the temperature is
generally higher than the outside (Zijlstra et al. 2006; Leisenring et al. 2008). These
results are consistent when considering the column densities are also much higher for the
7-µm absorption feature. If the gas originates inside the deeper region of the dust shell, it
is likely to be denser.
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For stars like MSX LMC 220, our models show strong indications of gas species
other than C2H2, suggesting the presence of HCN and CS, if the HITRAN line lists we
use are sufficient and correct. Otherwise, C2H2 can match most of the absorption features
at both 7 and 14 µm. Especially for the 14-µm bands, we do not see any indications of
other types of gas present.
Also, our modeling results show the mean value of Doppler velocity, as discussed
in Section 3.5, works very well in all cases, except for MSX LMC 1384. This star needs a
higher 𝜐! , suggesting that the dust shell expansion rate is much higher than the rest.
The only major problem our modeling results cannot explain is that the models
show a smaller absorption feature to the right of the Q branch (the central absorption
spike at 13.7 µm), that we do not see in the observed spectra. We suspect that this is due
to a possible deficiency in the HITRAN 2012 line lists for C2H2.
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4.2 The Milky Way C-Rich AGB Stars

4.2.1 AFGL 3099
AFGL 3099 is a Galactic carbon-rich AGB star observed by the ISO telescope with
a Target Dedicated Time (TDT) number 78200523. It is assumed to be 1610 parsecs (1
parsec = 3.0857 × 1016 m) away from us (Mauron et al. 2013). The observed spectrum
and its background continuum with SiC emission feature are shown in Figure 4.17. The
dust blackbody temperature is 470 K. The radius of its dust shell is 10570 R☉, which is
larger than the previous LMC stars. An estimate of the SiC dust grain mass in front of the
dust shell is 4.5 × 1022 kg, also larger than those of the LMC stars, which is consistent
with its larger size.
The spectral resolution obtained from ISO-SWS is much higher than from SpitzerIRS. The spectral data collected for Galactic stars we studied were obtained in speed
mode 1, which degrades the effective resolution (Leech et al. 2003) as mentioned in
Section 2.2.2. But the ISO-SWS spectral resolution is still higher than the resolution of
Spitzer-IRS, which ranges from 64 to 128 (Houck et al. 2004).
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Figure 4.17. Dust continuum model for AFGL 3099 (the observed spectral data is from G. C. Sloan et al.,
see Section 2.2.2) using theoretically constructed 𝜀. 𝑇! = 470 K; 𝑅 = 10570 R☉; 𝑚!"#   = 4.5 × 1022 kg; l, m, n
= 0.01, 0.01, 0.60. Black line: observed spectrum with error bars; red solid line: model spectrum; blue
dashed line: blackbody continuum; red dash-dot line: SiC emission alone.

Figure 4.18 shows the best fit of the 7.5-µm absorption feature for this star. First,
we consider C2H2 alone. The C2H2 temperature is 400 K, with a column density of 1.5 ×
1019 cm-2 and Doppler velocity of 10 km/s. We can see the shape of the absorption
feature is very well matched. So we do not think there is any sign for the existence of
additional gas species from the 7-µm feature of AFGL 3099.
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Figure 4.18. 7.5-µm absorption band model for AFGL 3099 using only one gas species, C2H2. 𝑇! = 475 K,
𝑇! = 400 K, 𝑁 = 1.5 × 1019 cm-2, 𝜐! = 10 km/s,  𝑅 = 10350 R☉. Black line: observed spectrum with error
bars; red solid line: model spectrum; blue dashed line: background continuum from dust emission; green
dashed line: blackbody curve at the gas temperature representing the lower limit for gas absorption (see
Section 3.2.1).

For the 14-µm absorption feature, the best fit is shown in Figure 4.19. We consider
the gas species C2H2 alone since it already provides a good fit for the 13.7-µm absorption
band. The model gas temperature is 400 K, which is the same as the temperature for the
7.5-µm absorption band.
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Figure 4.19. 14-µm absorption band model for AFGL 3099 using only one gas species, C2H2. 𝑇! = 470 K,
𝑇! = 400 K, 𝑁 = 5.0 × 1019 cm-2, 𝜐! = 3 km/s,  𝑅 = 10570 R☉. Black line: observed spectrum with error bars;
red solid line: model spectrum; blue dashed line: background continuum from dust emission; green dashed
line: blackbody curve at the gas temperature representing the lower limit for gas absorption (see Section
3.2.1).

As shown in Figure 4.19, unlike the 14-µm features in previous LMC stars, the
observed spectrum here also has several minor absorption features next to the longer
wavelength side of the Q branch. Our model is able to fit some of these minor
absorptions and the Q branch, but we use a Doppler velocity of 3 km/s this time, which
suggests the shell expansion rate of this star during observation is very low. Also, notice
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the P and R branches are not fit very well, especially the P branch. The narrow emission
feature near 14.3 µm suggests HCN emission.

4.2.2 IRC +40540
	
  

Figure 4.20. Dust continuum model for IRC +40540 (the observed spectral data is from G. C. Sloan et al.)
using the empirically derived 𝜀 for SiC. 𝑇! = 500 K; 𝑅 = 10420 R☉; 𝑚!"#   = 4.5 × 1022 kg; l, m, n = 0.00,
0.02, 0.05. Black line: observed spectrum with error bars; red solid line: model spectrum; blue dashed line:
blackbody continuum; red dash-dot line: SiC emission alone.
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IRC +40540 is a Galactic carbon-rich AGB star observed by the ISO telescope and
its TDT number is 38201557. The star is 840 parsecs away from us (Guandalini et al.
2006). The observed spectrum and its background continuum with SiC emission feature
are shown in Figures 4.20 and 4.21, both using the empirically derived dielectric function
𝜀 for SiC from Pitman et al. (2008).

Figure 4.21. Dust continuum model for IRC +40540 using the empirically derived 𝜀 for SiC. 𝑇! = 460 K; 𝑅
= 11930 R☉; 𝑚!"#   = 5.0 × 1022 kg; l, m, n = 0.00, 0.02, 0.05. Black line: observed spectrum with error bars;
red solid line: model spectrum; blue dashed line: blackbody continuum; red dash-dot line: SiC emission
alone.
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We have two dust background fits for the same star. According to what we
discussed in Section 3.2.3, this star must have a relatively large variation in the
temperature of its dust shell. Comparing Fig. 4.20 to Fig. 3.5c, and Fig. 4.21 to Fig. 3.5d,
we will discover they look exactly same, which proves what we discussed in Section
3.2.3 is true. So we try to fit to the lower and upper dust temperatures separately, and
show them in two figures.

Figure 4.22. 7.5-µm absorption band fitting for IRC +40540 using only one gas species, C2H2. 𝑇! = 500 K,
𝑇! = 400 K, 𝑁 = 5.0 × 1018 cm-2, 𝜐! = 10 km/s,  𝑅 = 10420 R☉. Black line: observed spectrum with error
bars; red solid line: model spectrum; blue dashed line: blackbody continuum.
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The upper temperature of the dust blackbody ranges between 500 K and 460 K,
corresponding to dust shell radii of 10420 and 11930 R☉. The average radius of the dust
shell is comparable to that of AFGL 3099. An estimate of the SiC dust grain mass from
the model is 4.5 to 5.0 × 1022 kg, the same for AFGL 3099, which is consistent with its
radius.
Figure 4.22 shows the best fit of its 7.5-µm absorption feature. We consider only
the gas species C2H2 first. The C2H2 temperature in this case is 400 K, with a column
density of 5.0 × 1018 cm-2 and Doppler velocity of 10 km/s. But we can see the shape is
not matched well at all. So we fit the observed spectrum with all three gas species.
The best result after using all gas species is shown in Figure 4.23. this model fits
very well, suggesting both HCN and CS are presenet in the circumstellar shell around the
AGB star IRC +40540. All three species have the same gas temperature of 400 K, with
different abundances suggested by the different column densities. The same gas
temperature suggests these gases probably exist in the regions close to each other.
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Figure 4.23. 7.5-µm absorption band model for IRC +40540 using all three gas species. 𝑇! = 500 K,
𝑇!!!! = 400 K, 𝑁!!!! = 3.0 × 1018 cm-2, 𝑇!"# = 400 K, 𝑁!"# = 1.0 × 1019 cm-2, 𝑇!" = 400 K, 𝑁!" = 5 × 1017
cm-2, 𝜐! = 10 km/s,  𝑅 = 10420 R☉. Black line: observed spectrum with error bars; red solid line: model
spectrum; blue dashed line: blackbody continuum.

For the 14-µm absorption feature, the best fit is shown in Figure 4.24. We consider
only the gas species C2H2, since it already provides a good enough fit for the 13.7-µm
absorption band. The model gas temperature is 400 K, which is the same as the
temperature for the model of the 7.5-µm absorption band.
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Figure 4.24. 14-µm absorption model for IRC +40540 using only one gas species, C2H2. 𝑇! = 460 K, 𝑇! =
400 K, 𝑁 = 1.5 × 1018 cm-2, 𝜐! = 10 km/s,  𝑅 = 11930 R☉. Black line: observed spectrum with error bars;
red solid line: model spectrum; blue dashed line: background continuum from dust emission.

As shown in Figure 4.24, unlike the 14-µm features in previous LMC stars, but
similar to that of AFGL 3099, the observed spectrum here also has a “foot” on the longer
wavelength side of the Q branch.
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4.2.3 V Cyg
V Cyg is also a carbon-rich AGB star in the Milky Way observed by the ISO
telescope with a TDT# 42100111. It is 310 parsecs away from us (Schöier et al. 2013).
The observed spectrum and its background continuum with SiC emission modeled using
the empirically derived 𝜀 for SiC are shown in Figure 4.25. Note that there is a side
emission wing left of the short-wavelength side of the emission feature that cannot be
fitted. But the emission feature is not our major concern, and the right half of the feature
is fit very well. We use this 𝜀 for modeling the background continuum.

Figure 4.25. Dust continuum model for V Cyg (the observed spectral data is from G. C. Sloan et al.) using
empirically derived 𝜀 for SiC. 𝑇! = 1100 K; 𝑅 = 1680 R☉; 𝑚!"#   = 2.6 × 1021 kg; l, m, n = 0.01, 0.035, 0.09.
Black line: observed spectrum with error bars; red solid line: model spectrum; blue dashed line: blackbody
continuum; red dash-dot line: SiC emission alone.
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As we can see, the continuum of V Cyg is different from that of all previous stars
studied. It has multiple absorption bands below 7 µm, making it much harder to find out
the continuum. By following the “Manchester Method” (see Section 2.8) and the
assumption that the blackbody continuum must locally be higher than all the peak points
in the observed spectrum, we are still able to determine the background continuum. The
dust blackbody temperature is 1100 K for the model in Figure 4.25. The SiC dust grain
mass in front of the dust shell according to the model is only 0.26 × 1022 kg.

Figure 4.26. 7.5-µm absorption band model for V Cyg using only one gas species, C2H2. 𝑇! = 1100 K, 𝑇! =
1000 K, 𝑁 = 7.0 × 1020 cm-2, 𝜐! = 10 km/s,  𝑅 = 1680 R☉. Black line: observed spectrum with error bars;
red solid line: model spectrum; blue dashed line: background continuum from dust emission; green dashed
line: blackbody curve at the gas temperature representing the lower limit for gas absorption (see Section
3.2.1).
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Figure 4.26 shows a model of 7.5-µm absorption feature. We consider only the gas
species C2H2 first. The C2H2 temperature is 1000 K, with a column density of 7.0 × 1020
cm-2 and Doppler velocity of 10 km/s. But even worse than IRC +40540, we can see the
model spectrum does not match the observed spectrum well by using only C2H2. So we
need to use all three gas species.

Figure 4.27. 7.5-µm absorption band model for V Cyg using all three gas species. 𝑇! = 1100 K, 𝑇!!!! =
1000 K, 𝑁!!!! = 7.0 × 1020 cm-2, 𝑇!"# = 900 K, 𝑁!"# = 5.0 × 1019 cm-2, 𝑇!" = 900 K, 𝑁!" = 1.5 × 1019 cm-2,
𝜐! = 10 km/s,  𝑅 = 1680 R☉. Black line: observed spectrum with error bars; red solid line: model spectrum;
blue dashed line: blackbody continuum; green dashed line: blackbody curves at the gas temperatures
representing the lower limits for gas absorptions (see Section 3.2.1).
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The best result obtained using all gas species is shown in Figure 4.27. As can be
seen, the new result fits very well, filling all the unmatched gaps that were not filled by
C2H2. Especially above 8 µm and below 7 µm, the model spectrum has very smooth
transitions, overlapping with the observed spectrum, while the one without HCN and CS
does not do this. This suggests both HCN and CS are present in the circumstellar shell of
the AGB star V Cyg. All three species have gas temperatures around 900 K to 1000 K,
with different abundances suggested by the different column densities. The similar gas
temperatures suggest these different gases probably exist in regions close to each other.
For the 14-µm absorption feature, the best fit model is shown in Figure 4.28. We
consider only the gas species C2H2 since it already provides a good enough fit for the
13.7-µm absorption band. The model gas temperature is 600 K. As shown, unlike
previous stars, the 14-µm absorption feature is very weak, with almost no visible side
absorption branches (P and R branches), making it relatively easy to fit. The overall
model fit to the 14 µm is pretty good as long as we determine the correct background
continuum. For the 14-m band of V Cyg, we find the 700 K blackbody curve provide the
best fit.
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Figure 4.28. 14-µm absorption band model for V Cyg using only one gas species, C2H2. 𝑇! = 700 K, 𝑇! =
600 K, 𝑁 = 3.0 × 1018 cm-2, 𝜐! = 10 km/s,  𝑅 = 2390 R☉. Black line: observed spectrum with error bars; red
solid line: model spectrum; blue dashed line: background continuum from dust emission; green dashed line:
blackbody curve at the gas temperature representing the lower limit for gas absorption (see Section 3.2.1).

4.2.4 V CrB
V CrB is the last carbon-rich AGB star from the Milky Way in our study. Its TDT
number is 42100111, and it is 2703 parsecs away from us (van Leeuwen 2007). The
observed spectrum and its background continuum with SiC emission modeled using an
empirically derived 𝜀 for SiC are shown in Figure 4.29. The spectrum of V CrB looks
very similar to that of V Cyg. There is a side emission wing left of the low-wavelength
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side of the emission feature that cannot be fit. Also, it has multiple absorption bands
below 7 µm, making it hard to determine the continuum. By connecting all the high
points except for the SiC emission band, we can determine the background continuum
from the observed spectrum. The dust blackbody temperature is found to be 1350 K,
which is the highest dust blackbody temperature in our study. The radius of the dust shell
is 3740 R☉. And the estimate of the SiC dust grain mass in front of the dust shell
according to our model is 1.7 × 1022 kg.
	
  

Figure 4.29. Dust continuum model for V CrB (the observed spectral data is from G. C. Sloan et al.) using
empirically derived 𝜀 for SiC. 𝑇! = 1350 K; 𝑅 = 3740 R☉; 𝑚!"#   = 1.7 x 1022 kg; l, m, n = 0.00, 0.02, 0.06.
Black line: observed spectrum with error bars; red solid line: model spectrum; blue dashed line: blackbody
continuum; red dash-dot line: SiC emission alone.
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Figure 4.30. 7.5-µm absorption band model for V CrB using only one gas species, C2H2. 𝑇! = 1350 K, 𝑇! =
1200 K, 𝑁 = 1.0 × 1021 cm-2, 𝜐! = 10 km/s,  𝑅 = 3740 R☉. Black line: observed spectrum with error bars;
red solid line: model spectrum; blue dashed line: background continuum from dust emission; green dashed
line: blackbody curve at the gas temperature representing the lower limit for gas absorption (see Section
3.2.1).

Figure 4.30 shows the best fit model of the 7.5-µm absorption feature. We consider
only the gas species C2H2 first. The C2H2 temperature is 1200 K, the highest gas
temperature in our results. It has a column density of 1.0 × 1021 cm-2 and Doppler
velocity of 10 km/s. Similar to V Cyg, the model spectrum is not able to match the
observed spectrum by using only C2H2. So we need to use all three gas species.
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Figure 4.31. 7.5-µm absorption band model for V CrB using all three gas species. 𝑇! = 1350 K, 𝑇!!!! =
1200 K, 𝑁!!!! = 2.5 × 1019 cm-2, 𝑇!"# = 600 K, 𝑁!"# = 5.0 × 1019 cm-2, 𝑇!" = 900 K, 𝑁!" = 1.0 × 1019 cm-2,
𝜐! = 10 km/s,  𝑅 = 3740 R☉. Black line: observed spectrum with error bars; red solid line: model spectrum;
blue dashed line: blackbody continuum; green dashed line: blackbody curves at the gas temperatures
representing the lower limits for gas absorptions (see Section 3.2.1).

The best result obtained after using all gas species is shown in Figure 4.31. As can
be seen, the new result fits very well, filling all the unmatched gaps that were not fill by
C2H2 alone. Both above 8 µm and below 7 µm, the model spectrum has very smooth
transitions, and overlaps exactly with the observed spectrum. This suggests both HCN
and CS are present in the circumstellar shell around the AGB star V CrB. This time, the
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three gas species have different gas temperatures ranging from 600 K to 1200 K, with
different column densities.

Figure 4.32. 14-µm absorption band model for V CrB using only one gas species, C2H2. 𝑇! = 1350 K, 𝑇! =
1200 K, 𝑁 = 1.0 × 1019 cm-2, 𝜐! = 10 km/s,  𝑅 = 3740 R☉. Black line: observed spectrum with error bars;
red solid line: model spectrum; blue dashed line: background continuum from dust emission; green dashed
line: blackbody curve at the gas temperature representing the lower limit for gas absorption (see Section
3.2.1).

For the 14-µm absorption feature, the best fit is shown in Figure 4.32. We consider
only the gas species C2H2. The model gas temperature is 1200 K, which is same as that
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for the 7-µm band, so there may be very little variation in the dust temperature of the
circumstellar shell of V CrB. Although the model provides the same absorption depth for
the Q branch, the observed spectrum above 13.7 µm is lower in flux density than the
model spectrum.

4.2.5 Summary of The Galactic Carbon Stars
Similar to AGB stars in the LMC, there are still three major features in the spectra:
the SiC emission, the 7-µm absorption band and the 14-µm absorption band. The latter
two are of the most interest here. Additional weak absorption bands short-ward of 7 µm,
typically are present when the dust blackbody temperature is higher, which may suggest
these absorption features are coming from stellar spectrum itself. From 15 µm to 20 µm,
the continuum is always smooth for these stars.
Different from LMC stars, a single blackbody curve no longer fits the background
continuum well enough. The background continua for Galactic stars have more variation
in the dust blackbody temperature so that usually blackbodies at two distinct temperatures
are required to fit the continua at 7.5 and 14 µm. And the blackbody-curve temperatures
vary widely from 460 K to 1350 K. The estimated radius of the blackbodies representing
dust shell emission also varies widely. The difference between the radiuses corresponding
to 7.5-µm and 14-µm bands is much larger in some stars like IRC +40540 and V Cyg.
Similar to the results for LMC stars, our modeling results show the value of
Doppler velocity of 10 km/s works very well in most cases. For 7.5-µm and 14-µm
absorption bands, both the gas and dust temperatures for the models of the 7-µm feature
are not lower than those for the models of the 14-µm feature. This agrees with Zijlstra et
al. (2006) and Leisenring et al. (2008) that the absorption bands at 7.5 µm and 14 µm
originate in different regions of the circumstellar shell. More specifically, the 7.5-µm
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absorption originates deeper into the dust shell where the temperature is generally higher
than the outside.
For most Galactic stars in our study, the models show very strong indications of gas
species other than C2H2 present in the circumstellar shells. So HCN and CS are likely
present around these stars, if the HITRAN line lists we use are sufficient and correct.
The problem of modeling the “foot” of the 14-µm feature in spectra of LMC stars is
alleviated somewhat for the Galactic stars, as the observed spectra for the Galactic stars
do show a minor absorption feature on the right of the Q branch (the central absorption
feature at 13.7 µm) that is somewhat matched by a minor absorption spike in the models.
However, the match is not ideal, so the HITRAN 2012 line lists for C2H2 are still found
to be deficient, as was found for the LMC stars.So judging from the results here, we
could say there is probably no deficiency in the HITRAN 2012 line lists for C2H2.
A comparison of all the values of the major parameters from the modeling results
between 4 LMC and 4 Galactic carbon stars is shown in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1. Summary and comparison between the LMC and Galactic carbon stars
IRAS
05300
-6651

IRAS
04286
-6937

MSX
LMC
220

MSX
LMC
1384

AFGL
3099

IRC
V Cyg
+40540

𝑅 [R☉] at 7.5 µm (± 10 R☉) 1,2

9620

8540

7910

5840

10350

10420

1680

3740

𝑅 [R☉] at 14 µm (± 10 R☉) 1,2

9620

8700

7910

5840

10570

11930

2390

3740

𝑇! [K] at 7.5 µm (± 5 K) 1,2

560

590

675

645

475

500

1100

1350

𝑇! [K] at 14 µm (± 5 K) 1,2

560

580

675

645

470

460

700

1350

𝑇!!!! [K] at 7.5 µm (± 25 K) 1,2

500

500

600

550

400

400

1000

1200

𝑇!!!! [K] at 14 µm (± 25 K) 1,2

400

450

500

500

400

400

600

1200

𝑁!!!! [1018 cm-2] at 7.5 µm 1,2

200

30

10

150

15

3.0

700

25

𝑁!!!! [1018 cm-2] at 14 µm 1,2

6.0

8.0

3.0

404

504

1.5

3.0

10

How likely to have HCN? 3

L

EL

EH

H

EL

H

EH

EH

How likely to have CS? 3

EL

L

EH

H

EL

H

EH

EH

V CrB

Note: 7.5 µm and 14 µm are treated separately as they tend to have different values because the absorption
features originate in different regions for 7.5 µm and 14 µm.
1.

𝑅 is the estimated radius of the dust shell, 𝑇! is the dust temperature, 𝑇!!!! is the gas temperature of
C2H2, 𝑁!!!! is the column density of C2H2, and 𝜐! is the Doppler broadening velocity.

2.

Unit for each parameter is in the bracket, with uncertainties in the parentheses. Uncertainties are
roughly determined by eye. For 𝑁!!!! , there are two significant digits. For 𝑇!!!! , the uncertainties
correspond to the temperature grid increments for the grid of optical depth files generated for C2H2.

3.

EL, L, H, and EH stand for extremely low, low, high, and extremely high, representing the chances to
have gas species HCN or CS other than the main gas type, C2H2.

4.

Column densities for MSX LMC 1384 and AFGL 3099 are not under 𝜐! = 10 km/s as the others.
Specifically, MSX LMC 1384 has 𝜐! = 20 km/s, and AFGL 3099 has 𝜐! = 3 km/s.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion

By fitting models to the eight AGB stars’ observed spectra - 4 carbon-rich AGB
stars chosen from the Milky Way Galaxy and 4 chosen from the LMC - we found some
similarities and dissimilarities between circumstellar shells of the LMC and Milky Way
carbon-rich AGB stars.
One important result we find for all AGB stars we model is that the models of the
7.5-µm features always need higher gas and dust blackbody temperatures when compared
to the models of the 14-µm features (as shown in Table 4.1). This indicates that the 7.5µm absorption may originate deeper into the dust shell where the temperature is generally
higher than the outside, which matches what was found by Zijlstra et al. (2006) and
Leisenring et al. (2008). The narrow Q branch at 14 µm originates in colder gas, while the
broad P and R branches in hotter gas, meaning they occur at depths below those favoring
Q-branch transitions. So the 7.5-µm features originate closer to the star. This conclusion
is also supported by the results for all the column densities at 7.5 µm being higher than
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those at 14 µm (except for AFGL 3099, which has 𝜐! = 3 km/s instead of 10 km/s, and
hence should not be considered in the comparison). If the gas originates deeper into the
dust shell, the density of the gas is likely to be higher.
The stars whose spectra we chose to model show more variation in the dust shell
blackbody temperature for Milky Way stars than for LMC stars. For all stars we fit in the
LMC, the dust blackbody temperature is around 600 K, whereas for the Milky Way AGB
stars, the dust blackbody temperatures vary rapidly from 460 K to 1350 K. The radius of
the dust shell blackbodies for Galactic stars also varies more widely, from less than 2000
R☉ to greater than 10,000 R☉, when compared to the LMC stars, whose dust shell
blackbody radii are all roughly around 8000 R☉.
The primary difference between LMC and Milky Way AGB stars is that for the
Milky Way stars, there are stronger indications of more than one gas species, namely
C2H2, present in the circumstellar shells. The likelyhood of the existence of HCN or CS
in the circumstellar shell is much greater overall in the Galactic AGB stars than in the
LMC stars (Table 4.1). This suggests that the higher metallicities of the Milky Way stars
will produce more types of gas molecules, such as C2H2, HCN, and CS in their shells,
while lower metallicity LMC stars only have C2H2. The higher Metallicity levels in
Galactic carbon stars affect their carbon-to-oxygen ratios. They tend to have relatively
lower carbon ratios due to a greater abundance of other metal elements, so other
molecules become more important for the gas features, such as HCN and CS.
A major unsolved problem encountered during the study remains. The “foot” or the
spike absorption feature in between Q branch and P branch (immediately long-ward of
the central 13.7-µm absorption spike) at 14-µm absorption band can not be matched
perfectly with our model, regardless of the gas temperature we choose to fit, or its host
Galaxy (LMC or Milky Way). The Milky Way spectra show spikes that are closer to
what our models show instead of the smoother “foot” features seen in LMC spectra. Even
Adding HCN in addition to the C2H2 cannot solve this mismatch problem.
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Future work may include the following approaches. First, we can include multiple
temperatures for the same gas species by adding more gas layers to our model,
considering real shells should have a range of gas temperatures. Second, we could model
each branch of the 14-µm band separately instead modeling the entire band
simultaneously. Third, we could separate the macroscopic Doppler process from the
microturbulent process by adding more free parameters, so that the model would better
represent reality. Fourth, we could develop more accurate line lists than the HITRAN line
lists we currently use. Lastly, we can model more stars to strengthen our results and
further support our conclusions.
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